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ABSTRACT* 

 

Many authors have occupied themselves in studying the development of learners’ 
pragmatic competence and in exploring the field of language testing and assessment. 
Nevertheless, little work has been done with regard to the assessment of learners’ 
pragmatic competence and the design of effective instruments for pragmatic 
performance measurement.  The present dissertation attempts the design and 
application of a task-specific rating scale for the measurement of C1 Kratiko 
Pistopiitiko Glossomathias (KPG) candidates’ pragmatic competence. This research 
project views pragmatic competence as EFL learners’ ability to produce texts which 
constitute instantiations of particular genres, by selecting linguistic structures which 
are conventionally attributed to the register and style of the intended text type (genre).  

 

My study has been based on the assumption that task-specific rating scales could 
assist script raters during the use of the first evaluation criterion of KPG Module 2 
activities and increase reliability of scoring. On this premise, this study sets out to 
develop a methodology which will enable the design of pragmatic competence task-
specific rating scales for KPG tasks. After textual analysis of authentic texts and 
validation of results by expert judges, a task-specific rating scale is devised on the 
basis of an Index of Pragmatic Performance (IPP). The devised scale is deployed for 
the assessment of candidates’ pragmatic performance in a total of 42 excellent and 
medium C1 level KPG scripts. The analysis of the findings follows a qualitative 
approach combined with occasional reference to quantitative data. 

 

After the examination of data, it is revealed that KPG candidates’ pragmatic 
performance can range from poor to excellent. A finding worth mentioning is that all 
the pragmatic genre-specific features of school newspaper opinion articles were 
detected in C1 KPG scripts. Pragmatic deficiencies were traced in both excellent and 
medium KPG scripts. A strong positive correlation was detected between pragmatic 
performance scores (PPS) and language performance scores (LPS). Finally, the 
usefulness of KPG task-specific rating scales is discussed with reference to script 
raters’ training and development of exam-preparation materials. 

 

 

* Abstract is also offered in Greek at the end of the Dissertation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

   Pragmatics has been defined in a variety of ways in relation to authors’ 

theoretical orientation and audience (Kasper and Rose 2001). According to Crystal’s 

(1997:301) definition, pragmatics is ‘the study of language from the point of view of 

users, especially of the choices they make, the constraints they encounter in using 

language in social interaction and the effects their use has on other participants in the 

act of communication’. In other words, pragmatics is concerned with ‘speakers’ 

communicative intentions, the uses of language that require these intentions, and the 

strategies that hearers employ to determine what these intentions and acts are’ (Davis 

1991:11). Since language is used in context, knowledge of pragmatics is necessary to 

achieve communication. Hence, pragmatic components have been included in many 

second and foreign language teaching contexts (Kasper 1997, Rose and Kasper 2001).  

   With the advent of the ‘sociolinguistic revolution’ at the beginning of 1970s 

(Johnson 2001:50), rules and principles of pragmatics entered the field of SLA. In his 

article ‘On communicative competence’, Hymes (1970) revisits Chosmky’s (1965) 

concept of competence by approaching it from a pragmatics standpoint since he 

introduces the notion of ‘the appropriate’.  The importance of being ‘appropriate’ in 

relation to the context in which language is used and evaluated is stressed. It is argued 

that knowledge of grammar rules should necessarily be accompanied by the ability to 

use these rules (Hymes 1971, 1972). Therefore, it could be claimed that Hymes’ 

notion of ‘the appropriate’ represents learners’ pragmatic competence even though the 

latter is not used as a theoretical term.  

    A number of linguists oppose Chomsky’s theory by adopting a similar 

approach to Hymes’. Jakobovits (1970) pinpoints the importance of social context 

selection rules by stating they are equally significant to rules of syntax. Campbell and 

Wales (1970) also consider that Chomsky’s notion of linguistic competence is limited. 

Similarly to Hymes and Jakobovits, they support that the most significant linguistic 
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ability is for a learner to produce grammatically correct utterances which are 

appropriate to the context1.   

      Some years later, Munby (1978) attempts to provide a more concrete 

theoretical framework explaining the concept. He draws on Hymes’ and Halliday’s 

work since he maintains that contextual factors which affect the development of 

communicative competence are predominantly sociocultural. Three main components 

of Munby’s (1978) theoretical framework are the following: a sociocultural 

orientation, a sociosemantic view of linguistic knowledge and rules of discourse. As 

regards the former, it is deemed that effective communication presupposes not only 

systemic knowledge but also contextual appropriacy (Munby 1978:23)2. Regarding 

the latter, a type of discourse rules is claimed to be important as well, namely, ‘rules 

of occurrence’ (Munby 1978:26), which demonstrate the way stretches of language 

are combined to provide meaning.    Overall, pragmatics and discourse occupy a 

significant place in Munby’s (1978) theoretical framework.  

                As the studies discussed so far demonstrate, the notion of language 

appropriacy to the context seems to become an indispensable part of language 

learners’ competence. The evolution of the concept in the following years can be 

foreseen through the value attached to it in the 70’s.  

              In recent years, pragmatic competence has constituted a well-established 

component of communicative competence (Bachman 1990, Bachman and Palmer 

1996, Johnson 2001, CEFR 2001, Celce-Murcia and Olshtain 2001, Liu 2006b). 

However, it should be noted that most models of communicative competence attribute 

a quite different meaning to the term ‘pragmatic competence’. The variety of existing 

definitions denotes that the concept of pragmatic competence encompasses a wide 

range of parameters, which vary in relation to the components comprising each 

                                                             
1 It should be clarified that context has a dual meaning in Campbell and Wales’ framework of study as 
it encompasses both the verbal and situational context of an utterance. Through their work, the 
importance of social context for communication is emphasized. 

2 Consequently, Munby (1978) reinforces Hymes’ (1970), Cooper’s (1968) and Widdowson’s (1978) 
attempts to persuade their readership of the necessity of knowing rules of use together with rules of 
grammar. 
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model. Thus, in order to arrive at a definition of the term that is suitable for my 

research purposes (see section 2), it is useful to consider in some detail theories of 

communicative competence that have been proposed by laying emphasis on the 

concept of pragmatic competence. 

According to Canale and Swain’s (1980) remarkable work, three main 

components compose communicative competence: grammatical competence, 

sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence. It is believed that a 

communicative approach primarily targets at facilitating the integration of all these 

kinds of knowledge that comprise communicative competence (Canale and Swain 

1980:27).  As in every model mentioned so far, Canale and Swain admit the 

importance of grammatical competence. However, it is emphasized that construction 

of grammatically correct speech is not enough when interactional and discourse 

contexts are not taken into consideration.  

Thus, sociolinguistic competence, which represents the knowledge of 

sociocultural rules of use and discourse, is crucial for the interpretation and 

transmission of messages. In particular, sociocultural rules of use define what is in 

Hymes’ words ‘the appropriate’ (Hymes 1970), respecting contextual features such as 

topic, role of participants, setting and norms of interaction. Moreover, grammatical 

forms are expected to be used in appropriate attitude, register and style so as to 

convey meaning. In addition to sociocultural rules of use, rules of discourse, such as 

knowing how to create coherent and cohesive texts are estimated as important. In 

terms of discourse, Canale and Swain (1980) focus on how utterances are combined, 

sequenced and ordered and how functions are performed.  

  Hence, it could be concluded that in Canale and Swain’s (1980) model, the 

term sociolinguistic competence is used to denote pragmatic competence. Pragmatic 

competence is presented as a separate subcategory of competence which is 

complementary to discourse competence. The term ‘discourse competence’ is quite 

restricted since coherence and cohesion are merely embedded in it.   

            With regard to language testing and assessment, Backman (1990) develops a 

theoretical framework for communicative language competence and performance 
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consistent with early work on communicative competence addressed so far. It is 

assumed that knowledge of and competence in the language are combined with the 

capacity for implementing this competence in order for language to be used 

communicatively (Widdowson 1983, Candlin 1986 in Backman 1990:80). 

    Bachman (1990) provides a slightly different distinction between the parts 

comprising language competence. Specifically, the concept of language competence 

is divided into organizational and pragmatic competence. The former consists of the 

well-known component of grammatical competence accompanied by textual 

competence, which includes elements of discourse, namely, cohesion and rhetorical 

organization. Hence, discourse competence is termed textual competence.  

    Let us focus on Backman’s (1990) term ‘pragmatic competence’. The notion 

of pragmatic competence in Backman’s model includes illocutionary competence and 

sociolinguistic competence. The former is the knowledge of conventional rules 

needed for the performance of acceptable acts while the latter is related to the 

knowledge of sociolinguistic conventions for the performance of appropriate 

functions for particular contexts.  

    Speech acts, in Searle’s (1969) terms utterance acts, propositional acts and 

illocutionary acts, together with language functions, for example the heuristic, the 

ideational and the imaginative function as they are specified by Halliday (1973), 

constitute the knowledge a learner is expected to develop in order to be illocutionary 

competent. Employing illocutionary competence, one is able to interpret the 

illocutionary force of utterances and combine language functions to construct 

coherent stretches of speech. 

    A wide range of sociocultural and discoursal factors affect the 

appropriateness and the performance of the above mentioned functions. Hence it is 

sociolinguistic competence that enables speakers to use language in a way which is 

appropriate to each context. Backman (1990) numbers three types of sensitivity a 

speaker ought to develop, namely, sensitivity to differences in dialect or variety, to 

differences in register and to naturalness (Backman 1990:94-98). 
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      It seems that ‘sensitivity to differences in register’ (Backman 1990: 95) is 

strongly related to the purposes of the present work. The author adopts Halliday, 

McIntoch and Stevens’s (1964) conception of the term ‘register’. Hence she accepts 

the three-part distinction ‘field of discourse’, ‘mode of discourse’ and ‘style of 

discourse’ the authors suggest (Halliday et al. 1964: 90-94). The first two dimensions 

denote that language production varies in relation to the subject matter, the entire 

language use context or the mode of discourse, written or spoken3.  Communication is 

achieved if conventions and features of language use are shared between interlocutors. 

The third dimension, namely, ‘style of discourse’, refers to relations between 

participants. Joos (1967 in Backman 1990:96) detects five levels of style, to be exact 

frozen, formal, consultative, casual, intimate. Inappropriate style may affect 

relationships negatively. Thus attention should be paid to the selection of appropriate 

and acceptable linguistic choices in interaction.  

      In sum, the author has done an excellent job in revising earlier models and 

selecting features from representative studies. The value of Backman’s (1990) model 

lies in the detailed description of the features composing each component of 

communicative competence. However, I disagree with the distinction between 

organizational and pragmatic competence as it is analysed in the model, since textual 

competence constitutes a part of discourse competence, which can be conceived as 

part of pragmatic competence.  

     Before arriving at the definition of pragmatic competence which best suits 

the purposes of my research (section 2), I will shed light on the concept of pragmatic 

competence in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

(2001). Besides Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias4 is designed according to the 

content of this framework. 

      In the CEFR (2001), communicative language competence is comprised by 

three components, namely, linguistic, sociocultural and pragmatic competence. 

                                                             
3 Swales (1987) accurately uses the term ‘discourse domain’ for the description of language in context. 

4 Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias (KPG) is the Greek State Certification for Foreign Languages (for 
further information see section 2) 
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Pragmatic competences and sociocultural competences are treated as two separate 

kinds of competence that a social agent has to develop. Sociolinguistic or 

sociocultural competences are considered related to sociocultural conditions of use 

while pragmatic ones are connected to the functional use of linguistic know-how. 

Thus, while pragmatic and sociolinguistic competences interrelate as they both deal 

with language use, they are distinguished, in contrast to previous models in which 

they are used interchangeably. Therefore, it would be useful to briefly elaborate on 

the features each set of competences presents. 

    With reference to pragmatic competences, they are perceived as the 

knowledge and skills employed by the language user in order to retrieve linguistic 

knowledge for the performance of functions in interactional scenarios or scripts 

(CEFR 2001:13). In particular, this kind of competence consists of the components of 

discourse, functional and design competence. Let us consider each component 

separately.  

   Discourse competence is defined as the ability of a pragmatically competent 

language user to obey principles that render a message well structured and coherent. 

Specifically, it incorporates knowledge of and ability to approach language taking into 

account characteristics such as topic, ‘given’ and ‘new’ information, ‘natural’ 

sequencing, cause and effect relations. What is expected when producing language is 

appropriateness of language choices in terms of thematic organization, coherence and 

cohesion, logical ordering, style and register5 and rhetorical effectiveness. Further, a 

user should know the design conventions of texts in respective communities which are 

related to the structure of information in realizing various macrofunctions (e.g. 

description and narrative), how particular genres (e.g. jokes and anecdotes) are told as 

well as how written texts are built up. 

    Apart from discourse competence, another component of pragmatic 

competence is necessary for successful communication. Functional competence is 
                                                             
5 It should be noted that the term ‘style’ is not explained in CEFR (2001) while the term ‘register’ is 
defined as ‘systematic differences between varieties of language used in different contexts’ (CEFR 
2001: 120). Both terms are discussed in section 2. 
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users’ knowledge of and ability to perform functions with language. As regards the 

third component, namely, design competence, written texts and spoken interaction are 

sequenced according to schemata which learners should be aware of and able to 

produce.  

    Sociolinguistic competences include a speaker’s ability to handle linguistic 

markers of social relations appropriately. For instance, factors like relative status and 

closeness of relation should be taken into account when choosing address forms so as 

to achieve the intended effect (i.e. to sound formal, informal and so on). Moreover, 

the ability to use politeness conventions in a proper way is important in 

communication and should be developed in the foreign language. Recognition of 

dialects and accents and understanding of folk wisdom constitute sociolinguistic 

competences as well. Last but not least, as a foreign language learner’ s linguistic 

competence advances, the ability to understand differences between registers and later 

on to create texts with appropriate register is expected.  Overall, in CEFR (2001) 

sociolinguistic competences are approached as a complementary kind of competence 

rather than an inherent component of pragmatic competence.  

    After this overview of the theoretical framework in relation to the notion of 

‘pragmatic competence’, on which the present dissertation is based, a new definition 

of the notion is provided and discussed in the following section (section 2). Next, I 

focus on previous work on assessment of pragmatic competence and connect it with 

the writing module of Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias (KPG) examinations 

(section 3).  

             The aim of the present research is to devise a reliable instrument for the 

assessment of KPG C1 level candidates’ interlanguage pragmatic ability. What is 

going to be suggested is a methodology for the design of task-specific rating-scales 

measuring pragmatic competence. In this direction, I will investigate authentic texts 

of the particular text types used in KPG past papers and candidates’ responses to 

relevant KPG writing activities. Further, I will design a task-specific rating scale 

measuring candidates’ pragmatic ability in relation to the communicative purpose of 

the produced text and its appropriateness with regard to genre, register and style 

(section 4). Through this research I hope that I will shed light on features of genre, 
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register and style expected to be detected in C1 level scripts of the KPG task under 

examination and assess candidates’ pragmatic performance. In addition, the following 

issues will be examined: (a) Which pragmatic features contribute to a candidate’s 

positive assessment of pragmatic ability in the specific KPG writing activity? (b) 

What kinds of pragmatic errors are observed in the scripts? (c) Which is the 

correlation between candidates’ pragmatic ability and their overall communicative 

ability? (section 5). Finally, implications of the application of the rating scale are 

discussed and interesting conclusions are drawn (section 6). 
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2. Pragmatic Competence in KPG Written Tasks 

 

              After Chomsky’s (1965) introduction of the notion of language competence, 

a range of endeavours have been made to specify what features language competency 

includes. As it is evident in section 1, all the models of communicative competence 

consist of either two or three components. It is generally accepted that a highly 

important part of learners’ competence is linguistic or grammatical competence while 

a part that frequently exists is strategic competence. The other permanent component 

of competence is related to language use in context. This part is either termed 

‘pragmatic competence’, ‘sociolinguistic competence’ or ‘discourse competence’ 

(section1).  

             This essential component constitutes the focus of the present study. For the 

purposes of the present dissertation, the term ‘pragmatic competence’ is adopted and 

construed as encompassing features previously attributed to sociolinguistic or 

discourse competences, too. The terms ‘pragmatic competence’, ‘L2 pragmatic 

ability’ and ‘Interlanguage Pragmatics’6 will be used interchangeably in the research 

paper (Kasper and Blum-Kulka 1993, Bardovi-Harlig 2001, Kasper and Rose 2001, 

Liu 2006a, 2006b). What is more, the term ‘performance’, which is defined as “the 

manifestation of competence as language in use” (ALTE 1998), will be deployed as 

well, since in the framework of KPG language testing, it is pragmatic performance 

that is measured as evidence of candidates’ underlying pragmatic ability.  

               Drawing on Hymes’ (1970), Jakobovits (1970), Campbell and Wales (1970) 

and Munby (1978) (section 1), I would suggest that a key-term for the notion of 

‘pragmatic competence’ is appropriacy. In other words, an EFL learner is expected to 

develop the ability to make appropriate language choices when using language. It 

should be noted, however, that appropriacy is not a black or white issue. There are 

cases in which a speaker perceives a language choice as appropriate while another 

                                                             
6 As a domain within L2 studies, learners’ acquisition and use of L2 pragmatic ability is usually 
referred to as Interlanguage Pragmatics (ILP) (Kasper and Blum-Kulka 1993, Bardovi-Harlig 2001, 
Kasper and Rose 2001, Liu 2006a, 2006b). 
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does not. Sociocultural factors such as educational background, socioeconomic status, 

lifestyle and personal experiences affect linguistic choices. What is more, in foreign 

language learning, learners have either no or little firsthand experience of living and 

interacting with native speakers of the language. Hence, the learner’s sense of what is 

appropriate or not in the foreign language is mainly developed through instruction or 

self-study. Despite the variety of factors that contribute to linguistic variation, some 

choices are generally conceived as the most appropriate ones for particular contexts. 

Abiding by ‘rules of conventionality’ (Van Dijk 1977:189-90 in Backman 1990:89), 

these choices are deemed acceptable for the particular context and can be used as 

guidelines for both instruction and assessment of pragmatic competence. 

              In the framework of Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias examinations, 

language is conceived as a social phenomenon and candidates are expected to be 

informed social subjects who can take part in social practices by means of using the 

foreign language (Mitsikopoulou 2008). Particularly with regard to KPG writing 

module, a genre-based approach is followed in the design, evaluation and assessment 

of writing activities. On the basis of the aforementioned view of language as a social 

action7(Dendrinos 2005:24), testees are expected to create texts which adhere to social 

rules. Therefore, candidates are provided with explicit rubrics containing rich 

contextual information relevant to the participants (writer and readers), the setting and 

the communicative purpose (Mitsikopoulou 2008).  The social rules candidates are 

supposed to conform to are institutionally bound and affect candidates’ selection of 

linguistic elements (lexicogrammar) for the production of contextually appropriate 

texts (Mitsikopoulou 2008). Thus candidates have to take into account the purpose of 

each text, its genre, register and style when choosing which linguistic forms to 

employ in the particular context.  

              Language, content and context are brought together for the assessment of 

KPG C1 level writing competence (Dendrinos 2007). Three evaluation criteria for C1 

level writing activities included in the Script Rater Guide May 2007 direct script 

raters towards the assessment of scripts. The first criterion is “directly related to 

                                                             
7 Language is used for the performance of various social acts or functions, for example apologize or 
persuade. (Dendrinos 2005)  
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contextual features, i.e. the communicative purpose of the produced text, its 

appropriateness in terms of genre, register and style” (Dendrinos 2007) (see appendix 

1). As can be concluded from the overview offered in section 1, candidates’ L2 

pragmatic ability is evaluated via this criterion. The second criterion is directly 

connected to discourse competence as it evaluates text organization, coherence and 

cohesion (see appendix 1). The third criterion is related to linguistic or grammatical 

competence as it focuses on the candidates’ lexicogrammar (see appendix 1). Hence, 

candidates’ ability to convey socially meaningful messages, in other words 

candidates’ communicative ability, is evaluated through their performance in KPG 

writing examinations.  

                In the light of the above, for the purposes of this work, ‘pragmatic 

competence’ or ‘pragmatic performance’ could be defined as the language user’s 

ability to produce a text with appropriate register and style targeted at instantiating a 

specific genre suitable for the particular communicative purpose. In what follows, 

related key notions included in the definition of ‘pragmatic competence’ are 

discussed.  

 

2. 1 Purpose 

 

         Written discourse is used for specific functional purposes (CEFR 2001). 

Persuading or informing the reader might be the purpose of a text. For instance, the 

writing purpose is standardly stressed in the rubric of activities, as in the case of 

activity 1 November 2006 “ […] Agree8 with your colleague’s advice, add your own 

suggestions about how Ms Herring should diet and tell her what else she can do to 

lose weight (e.g. exercising, strength training, etc.)”. Hence, the candidate is expected 

to suggest ideas and give advice. In activity 2 of the same exam, candidates are asked 

to produce a report in order to promote the work of an organization and emphasize its 

significance (i.e. “[…] The aim of the report is to promote the work being done in 

                                                             
8 Bold letters are used in the rubrics of KPG activities for emphasis. 
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Greece by the particular organization, and to stress its importance. […]”). In general, 

candidates are required to produce a variety of texts with different functional 

purposes. 

                   Testees are required to know what functions are expressed through language 

forms so as to make appropriate linguistic choices. Both microfunctions at the level of 

utterance, such as conveying and seeking factual information or expressing one’s 

attitudes, and macrofunctions at text level, such as the above mentioned ones, can be 

performed by means of selection of appropriate linguistic forms (CEFR 2001). Thus 

candidates demonstrate their pragmatic ability by responding to the functional 

purpose of the text through writing. 

 

2.2 Genre 

        

               ‘All texts belong to a particular ‘text type’ or genre (Pierce 2007:77). 

Generally, texts belonging to a particular genre share goals and purposes as well as 

lexicogrammatical and stylistic features (Pierce 2007:77).  From a sociological 

perspective, Swales (1990: 58) defines genre as ‘a class of communicative events, the 

members of which share some set of communicative purposes’. In other words, genre 

constitutes a gathering of communicative events which incarnate social functional 

purposes. The term ‘genre’ usually denotes ‘types of literary production’ (Eggins and 

Martin 1997:235). Major literary genres, namely, poetry, prose and drama can be 

subdivided into more detailed categories (Eggins and Martin 1997, Pierce 2007). For 

example, subgenres of prose are fiction, autobiography and essay. Subgenres can be 

subdivided further (Pierce 2007). However, the term is also used more widely by 

including non-literary types of texts as well (Pierce 2007:77).  For instance, recipes, 

commercials and reports are everyday genres each one of which has different social 

purposes.  

                The school of systemic-functional linguistics, widely known as ‘the Sydney 

school’, approaches the concept of genre as a ‘social process’ by focusing on the 
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stages through which a text achieves its purpose (Johns 2002, Knapp and Watkins 

2005). For the systemic-functional school, genres are text-types being determined by 

an overall social purpose (Knapp and Watkins 2005:25).  On the contrary, in Knapp 

and Watkins’ (2005) pedagogical model, genre is seen as a social process by being a 

‘form of text’ which is formed out of the interplay of social dynamics (Kress 1989, 

Kress and Knapp 1992 in Knapp and Watkins 2005). Knapp and Watkins (2005) 

suggest that genres should be seen as a core set of generic processes such as 

describing, explaining, instructing, arguing and narrating rather than text-types or 

products (Knapp and Watkins 2005:26). By performing groupings of central, quite 

constant processes, learners should apply relevant structural and grammatical 

knowledge to succeed in producing appropriate texts (Knapp and Watkins 2005:26). 

                Genre constitutes a key concept for the KPG examination battery, which 

adopts a genre-based approach. KPG adopts a systemic-functional approach given 

that genres are perceived as ‘text-types’ and candidates’ products in the writing 

module are expected to exhibit conventional features which suit the required genres 

(Mitsikopoulou 2008) (see appendix 1). While in the first and the third modules of 

KPG exams, which evaluate learners’ receptive skills, C1 level candidates deal with a 

wide range of both literary and everyday genres, it seems that in the production part 

(Module 2), they are mainly expected to produce everyday genres such as articles and 

reports. Particular categories of texts, in other words, genres, are referred to in the 

rubrics of KPG writing activities such as letter, interview, report, editorial, and 

newspaper article. For instance, various genres were asked in different examination 

periods like “[…] write a letter to your 12-year-old nephew Ronnie […]” (May 2008), 

“ […] send an e-mail message to be posted on the website […]” (November 2007), 

“[…] continue the article […] ” (May 2006). The required genre is expected to be 

instantiated through appropriate choices of register and style (sections 2.3, 2.4). 
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2.3. Register 

        

               Register is closely connected to macrofunctions, in other words, functional 

purposes of texts, and text-types, that is, genres (CEFR 2001). Thompson (2004:43) 

clarifies the difference between register and genre by means of the cloth and garment 

simile.  Register is seen as cloth and genre is viewed as garment: ‘the garment is made 

of an appropriate type of cloth or cloths, cut and shaped in conventional ways to suit 

particular purposes’ (Thompson 2004:43). Likewise, a genre uses the resources of one 

or more registers in an appropriate way for the achievement of particular 

communicative goals (Thompson 2004:43). Register is defined by Halliday (Halliday 

and Hasan 1985) as ‘variation according to use’. In other words, ‘certain recognizable 

configurations of linguistic resources’ are typically employed in certain contexts 

(Thompson 2004: 40). Register is determined by three main variables specified by 

Halliday: what is talked about (the ‘field’), who is taking part in the communicative 

event, the relationship between participants, their role and status (the ‘tenor’) and  the 

channel used for communication (the ‘mode’) (Halliday and Hasan 1985, Pierce 

2007:154, Thompson 2004:40). Each one of the three dimensions of register 

determines and is reflected in one of the metafunctions. Specifically, the ‘field’, the 

‘tenor’ and the ‘channel’ correspond with the experiential meanings, the interpersonal 

meanings and the textual meanings respectively (Thompson 2004).  

               Register may vary in terms of formality by being formal, frozen, intimate or 

informal (CEFR 2001). A variety of registers exists, for example, the ‘register’ of 

scientific English, or the ‘register’ of religious English (Pierce 2007). Moreover, 

registers are frequently subdivided into subregisters such as the register of television 

broadcast, which is divided into the subregisters of sports announcer talk and political 

announcer talk (Syrquin 2006). As mentioned earlier (section1), learners need to 

become sensitive towards differences of register (Backman 1990). Particularly in C1 

level examinations, learners have to be pragmatically competent enough to adjust 

language production by showing systematic differences in language when used in 

different contexts, that is, by producing the appropriate register (CEFR 2001:120).  
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2.2.4 Style 

           

               Each register is strongly connected to a particular combination of linguistic 

features. That is to say, ‘each register has a particular style’ (Pierce 2007:154). The 

terms register and style are interconnected. Style is an inherent aspect of register 

(Ferguson 1994, Syrquin 2006). CEFR (2001) mentions frozen, formal, informal, 

intimate register while Backman (1990) draws on Joos (1967) to refer to five types of 

style, namely, frozen, formal, consultative, casual and intimate. What differentiates 

the concept of style from the concept of register is that the former includes ‘an 

element of choice’ (Pierce 2007:181). Speakers and writers continually make 

linguistic choices among potentially available linguistic options according to each 

particular context of language use (Pierce 2007:181). Moreover, style could be 

characterized as a product of personal decision according to one’s preferences or 

needs. For instance, although two journalists may write for the same broadsheet 

newspaper with a sophisticated register, one of them may choose to use an ironic style 

and the other a sarcastic style when dealing with the same issue (PC Bessie 

Dendrinos).    

                Similarly to genre (section 2.3), there are two broad categories of style, 

namely, literary styles (i.e. of different eras or authors) and non-literary written styles 

(i.e. styles of different newspapers, or within a newspaper for instance advertisement 

style) (Sandig and Selting 1996:138, Bex 1996). Hence, the term stylistics has shifted 

to include the use of linguistics to approach non-literary texts as well (McRae and 

Clark 2004). Textual features such as the speaker’s role, the point of view and the 

reader’s response have become important areas of stylistics analysis (Widdowson 

1975). What is of interest to stylisticians is the study of systematic ways language is 

used in text production, similarities and differences between formal features of texts 

and effects of language choices for the sociocultural context (McRae and Clark 2004). 

It is stressed that intuition and interpretative skills play a major role in stylistics 

analysis (Wales 2001). Stylistics mainly attempt to explain how the readers’ 
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understanding of a text is achieved, by examining an author’s linguistic choices in 

order to deduce from them the effect they have on the overall understanding of the 

text (Short 1995:53).  Besides, as Sandig and Selting (1996:140) state, “styles are 

ideal means for expressing implied meanings”. Therefore, the style of a text indirectly 

reveals the author’s intentions.  
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3. ASSESSMENT OF PRAGMATIC COMPETENCE 

 

3.1. Pragmatic Tests 

            

                Almost three decades ago, Oller (1979) was the first to introduce the 

concept of pragmatic tests by setting constraints for their administration (Liu 2006a). 

Thus, pragmatic tests were first defined as tasks requiring the meaningful processing 

of sequences of language items in the tested language at real-life pace (Oller 1979). It 

is remarkable that texts are expected to be approached as meaningful linguistic units. 

What is more, it was claimed that pragmatic tests should resemble real world use to a 

great extent (Liu 2006a).  

                Although language testing is a field which has attracted researchers’ 

attention (Hughes 1989, McNamara 1996, 2000), the assessment of pragmatic 

competence has not triggered much research so far (Kasper and Rose 2001, Röver 

2005). An important reason why test developers are not fond of undertaking this 

endeavour is the difficulty in designing tests that assess learners’ pragmatic 

proficiency (Liu 2006a, Kasper and Rose 2001). Liu (2006a, 2006b, 2007) refers to 

tests particularly designed to assess specific aspects of pragmatic competence directly. 

              Accordingly, it could be argued that pragmatic tests are useful for the 

research of pragmatic competence development. However, given the fact that 

pragmatic competence is an indispensable aspect of communicative competence (Liu 

2007) (see section 1), it could be claimed that pragmatic proficiency is tested every 

time communicative proficiency is tested. In communication, learners employ 

knowledge of both language forms and language use. Hence, in the fields of 

communicative and performance testing9, pragmatic competence is always indirectly 

assessed and sometimes directly evaluated.  Kratiko Pistopiitiko Glossomathias 

                                                             
9 Communicative language tests are defined as ‘tests of communicative skills’ which ‘operationalize 
theories of communicative competence’ (Davies et al: 1999:26). Performance tests are defined as tests 
‘in which the ability of candidates to perform particular tasks, usually associated with job or study 
requirements, is assessed’ (Davies et al.:1999:144).  
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(KPG) aims at assessing candidates’ overall performance. In the writing module, 

which is investigated in the present study, candidates’ pragmatic ability is also 

evaluated by means of the first evaluation criterion. Therefore, KPG testing tasks of 

C1 level Module 2 constitute a type of pragmatic tests. 

            In the following section (3.1.2), I will focus on the types of pragmatic tests in 

the literature of pragmatic competence assessment. In section 3.2, KPG written 

activities will be approached as a kind of pragmatic testing tasks. 

 

3.1.2. Types of Pragmatic Tests 

      

             The assessment of pragmatic proficiency has quite recently begun to be 

explored (Brown 2001). Therefore, research on the field is quite limited (Liu 2006a, 

2006b). However, remarkable work has been done so far. It is stated that at least six 

kinds of pragmatic tests have been developed so far (Brown 2001, Liu 2006a, 

Yamashita 1996, Yoshitake-Strain 1997 in Liu 2006a). Three of these instruments 

have been used to measure learners’ pragmatic ability in oral interaction. Specifically, 

oral discourse completion tasks, discourse role-play tasks and role-play self-

assessment tasks aim at measuring learners’ interlanguage pragmatics after involving 

them in different situations (Norris 2001, Brown 2001, Liu 2006a). The other three 

types of measures target at written production. The instruments used for this purpose 

are written discourse completion tasks, multiple-choice discourse completion tasks 

and discourse self-assessment tasks (Brown 2001, Liu 2006a).  

            The focus of the current research is the assessment of EFL learners’ 

interlanguage pragmatics in written tasks. For that reason, it would be interesting to 

shed light on the aforementioned written pragmatic tests.  
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3.1.2.1. Written Discourse Completion Task 

             

              A pragmatic test which constitutes an effective method to collect evidence of 

learners’ pragmatic ability is the written discourse completion task (WDCT) (Brown 

2001, Liu 2006a, Takimoto 2007). In this type of pragmatic test, EFL learners are 

required to write what they would say in a particular situation taking into account the 

setting and the participants (Brown 2001). A situational description is provided to the 

candidate, who is expected to use the appropriate speech act to respond correctly in 

the particular context. For example, in Blum-Kulka and Olshtain’s (1984: 198) 

WDCT, a student forgets the book she wants to return to her professor and needs to 

apologize for it (see example (1)).  A similar test item is administered by Bachman 

and Palmer (1982 in Bachman 1990: 96) (see example (2)). Testees are required to 

select an appropriate greeting and ending for a love letter.  

              Written Discourse Completion Tasks have been modified through the years. 

In particular, what has been observed in later versions WDCTs is the presence or 

absence of a rejoinder10 (Liu 2006a). Examples (1) and (2) of written discourse 

completion tasks below include rejoinders. However, the reply may not be directly 

asked in other instances of WDCTs. Therefore, respondents have to provide all the 

necessary discourse contributions (Kasper and Rose 2002), as in the WDCT of 

example (3). 

(1) At the professor’s office 

A student has borrowed a book from her teacher, which she promised to return 

today. When meeting her teacher, however, she realizes that she forgot to bring 

it along. 

Teacher: Miriam, I hope you brought the book I lent you. 

Miriam: ________________________________________ 

Teacher: OK, but please remember it next week. 

                                                                         (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1984: 198) 

                                                             
10 A WDCT with a rejoinder asks testees to write a short answer in a provided space so as to respond to 
the testing task.  
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(2) In the blanks below, write an appropriate greeting and ending: 

…………………….. , 

I’ve been thinking about you all day, and can hardly wait to hold you 

in my arms again. I’ll be waiting for you under the apple tree. 

………………………………………………………………… . 

George 

                                                         (Bachman and Palmer 1982 in Bachman 1990: 96) 

 

              

(3) Two people who are friends are walking toward each other. They are both in a 

hurry to keep appointments. They see each other and say:  

                                                                                             (Liu 2006a:4) 

               It could be maintained that the main disadvantage of Written Discourse 

Completion Tasks is the fact that every test is especially designed to elicit only one 

speech act at a time (Rose and Kasper 2001). Hence, nothing more than the ability to 

produce that particular speech act is assessed by means of this instrument of 

assessment.  It could be claimed that this serious limitation of WDCTs renders this 

kind of testing too restrictive and unreliable for the actual measurement of a learner’s 

pragmatic ability. As shown previously in section 2, the concept of pragmatic 

competence encompasses a variety of features. Therefore, whether or not a learner can 

produce specific speech acts is not sufficient for a reliable judgement of one’s 

interlanguage pragmatics ability. 
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3.1.2.2. Multiple-Choice Discourse Completion Tests 

           

              Close-ended tests have also been used for the assessment of pragmatic 

competence. Multiple-choice Discourse Completion Tests (MDCT) include test items 

which provide the testee with possible answers to a particular question, with 

alternative choices offered distinguishable on the basis of their pragmatic features 

such as formality, style, point of view. The testee is expected to take into 

consideration the given context so as to choose the correct option (the key). The 

correct option is the reply that is deemed appropriate for the situation (Brown 2001, 

Liu 2006a). The following is a sample of this kind of testing items. 

(4) You are a student. You forgot to do the assignment for your Human 

Resources course. When your teacher whom you have known for some years 

asks for your assignment, you apologize to your teacher. 

A. I'm sorry, but I forgot the deadline for the assignment. Can I bring it to 

you at the end of the day? 

B. Pardon me, sir, I forgot about that. Shall I do the assignment at once? So 

sorry! It’s my fault! 

C. I've completed my assignment but forgot to bring it with me. I'll hand it in 

tomorrow.  

                                             (Davies et al., 1999 in Liu 2006a:5) 

 

3.1.2.3. Discourse Self-assessment Tasks 

           

                Researchers have attempted to engage learners in a process of assessing 

their own pragmatic competence through Discourse Self-Assessment Tests (DSAT) 

(Hudson, Detmer & Brown 1995, Brown 2001, Liu 2006a, Liu 2006b). In this testing 

technique, testees are required to evaluate their ability to use language appropriately 

in the particular situation provided. Testees are asked to rate their own expected 

performance on a five-point scale without having actually produced language. 
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Hudson, Detmer & Brown (1995: 192) illustrate the form of self-assessment tests. An 

illustration of DSAT follows: 

(5) Situation: You and a few of your co-workers are working on a special 

project. You are at a meeting in the office of the project leader. As you are 

reaching for your briefcase you accidentally knock over the project leader’s 

umbrella which was leaning against the desk. 

Rating: I think what I would say in this situation would be 

very unsatisfactory 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 completely appropriate 

                                                                          (Hudson, Detmer & Brown 1995:192) 

 

3.2. Assessing EFL Learners’ Pragmatic Competence by means of Kratiko 

Pistopiitiko Glossomathias (KPG) written tasks 

 

          All the above mentioned pragmatic tests are targeted at assessing one’s ability 

to use language in context appropriately. As evident in the literature, the most widely 

used instrument is the Written Discourse Completion Task. Similarly to the other two 

types of tests (sections 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3), what is assessed through WDCTs is specific 

speech acts considered appropriate for given scenarios. Thus, the scope of existing 

pragmatic tests is restricted to isolated speech acts, which are merely a limited piece 

of evidence of a learner’s pragmatic ability (see sections 1, 2).  

               Moreover, whether it is feasible to stipulate a successful situational context 

generates debate (Cohen 2008). In the framework of pragmatic testing, contexts are 

usually contrived rather than authentic. The extent to which specified contexts can be 

authentic-like is questioned. What research in this type of tasks has demonstrated is 

that the more detailed the prompt, the longer the candidate’s response produced 

(Varghese and Billmyer 1996 in Cohen 2008). Therefore, in order to elicit more 

evidence of testees’ interlanguage pragmatics, the rubric of the testing task must be 

informative and contain a real-life context. In this way, chances for testees to score 

high in pragmatic tests multiply.   
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                KPG testing tasks of Module 2 are designed to measure candidates’ overall 

language ability in writing. Hence, candidates’ written production skills are directly 

tested. However, pragmatic performance is also evaluated. It could be claimed that the 

KPG C1 level writing activities share characteristics with Written Discourse 

Completion Tasks even though the latter is a pragmatic test (see section 3.1.2.1). 

Specifically, the KPG candidate is prompted to respond to the task appropriately 

having been provided with the context of situation in similar task rubrics. Similarly to 

WDCTs, KPG testing tasks require testees to use appropriate speech acts. In 

particular, the utterances included in the scripts are expected to perform the required 

functions such as informing, requesting and apologizing. However, the most striking 

difference between written discourse completion tasks and KPG tasks is that the 

former is especially designed to elicit one particular speech act at a time while the 

latter elicits more complex responses. Not only do KPG rubrics explicitly state ‘who 

writes what to whom and for what purpose’ (Dendrinos 2007, Mitsikopoulou 2008) 

but also a prompt text provides candidates with input information relevant to the 

topic11. By eliciting long responses with rich pragmatic evidence, KPG activities 

assess learners’ pragmatic performance in a more authentic-like task environment.  

              KPG writing activities are more trustworthy pragmatic assessment tools than 

traditional written discourse completion tasks.  To illustrate this point, I will compare 

the example of WDCT (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1984:198) offered in section 

3.1.2.1 with Activity 1, Module 2, C1 Level KPG May 2007 past paper (see appendix 

1). 

Written Discourse Completion Task rubric: 

(6) At the professor’s office 
A student has borrowed a book from her teacher, which she promised to return 
today. When meeting her teacher, however, she realizes that she forgot to bring 
it along. 
Teacher: Miriam, I hope you brought the book I lent you. 
Miriam: ________________________________________ 
Teacher: OK, but please remember it next week. 
 

                                                                         (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1984: 198) 
                                                             
11 In other words, candidates are provided with ‘social factors’ (i.e. ‘who is talking to whom’, ‘the 
setting or social context’, ‘the aim or purpose of interaction’ and topic) (Holmes 1992:11) 
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Activity 1, Module 2, C1 Level KPG May 2007 rubric: 

(7) Imagine you are a 17-year-old student and that you work for your school paper. 

Write an article under the title “It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” (200 words). 

Using some of the information in the text below, state and support the view that 

adolescence is both a very difficult but also a really wonderful time for most people. 

Note: Your text, unlike the one below, should reflect the views of a teenager rather 

than those of an adult. 

             Both WDCT and KPG rubrics overtly provide the contexts of situation. First, 

the participants’ roles are stated. In the WDCT, the testee is a student called Miriam, 

who has borrowed a book from her teacher. In the KPG activity, the testee is a 

seventeen-year-old student who works for the school newspaper. As regards the 

setting and the situation, in the WDCT, Miriam meets her teacher at the professor’s 

office and realizes she has forgotten the book she wants to return to her professor. In 

the KPG activity, the teenager has undertaken the task of writing an article about 

adolescence for the school newspaper. It could be argued that both appear to be 

realistic contexts. 

             In traditional WDCTs as in example (6), the testee is usually provided with a 

part of a dialogue and is required to fill in only one utterance which is contextually 

appropriate. What is assessed in this test is the candidate’s ability to produce the 

speech act of apologizing. Since the context is provided, the WDCT is considered a 

reliable and valid pragmatic test for the assessment of this speech act. 

            Unlike the WDCT, the KPG activity is not limited to one aspect of learners’ 

pragmatic competence. Candidates are expected to select the appropriate language 

forms in order to state and support their opinion. They are required to produce a 

particular genre, namely, a school newspaper article. Interestingly, candidates are 

offered a thematically relevant text “So, how tough is it to be an adolescent?”, which 

instantiates another genre, that is, a broadsheet newspaper opinion article (see 

appendix 1). Candidates’ pragmatic competence is tested as they are expected to alter 

the register and style of the given text in order to produce a different text type. If the 

text provided were of the same genre, the task would be easier in terms of pragmatic 

performance requirements. Moreover, it should be noted that the point of view from 
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which candidates respond is stressed in the rubric as it is especially noted that 

candidates’ “text, unlike the one below, should reflect the views of a teenager rather 

than those of an adult.”. The testing task becomes more challenging as apart from the 

genre, candidates have to take into account that they should write from a different 

point of view as well. Overall, candidates are expected to produce a quite long 

response to the task (i.e. 200 words) which yields a considerable amount of evidence 

on pragmatic performance. 

           A variety of realistic contexts and various genres are included in KPG writing 

activities. What follow are rubrics of other KPG past papers: 

(8) Imagine you are a British student reporting for your college newspaper. Following the 

American elections, write a short article (200 words) using the notes from different 

sources below to argue that today’s social conditions in the USA have improved for 

African-Americans. 

                              Activity 1, Module 2, KPG C1 level November 2008 rubric 

             In this activity, candidates have to unify the provided notes into a short article (see 

appendix 1).  The content of the notes and the topic of the article signal that a quite formal 

style should be preferred by candidates. Candidates are expected to argue that social 

conditions in the USA have improved for African-Americans by using the notes critically 

while adopting the perspective of a college student. 

(9) Study the information on this webpage and join the discussion about how each of 

us contributes to ‘Noise Pollution’. Send an email message (180-200) words to be 

posted on the website. Inform other website visitors about: 

• The kinds of noise pollution you experience in your area and how it affects 

you 

• How you, your family and your friends contribute to the problem of noise 

pollution (see text below) 

                              Activity 1, Module 2, KPG C1 level November 2007 rubric 

              In this testing item, the candidates’ goal is to produce an e-mail. The setting 

is the particular website, addressees are the website visitors and the functional 
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purpose is to inform these people about two issues related to noise pollution after 

reading the website. Again the whole context and the prompt sources seem realistic 

and, by means of the text provided, guide the candidate’s answer (see appendix 1). 

(10) Imagine that you’ve been asked to introduce Evgenios Trivizas on a U.K. radio 

show. Write a short text (about 180 words) which you plan to read out to your 

listeners before they hear the author himself reading one of his own works. Use 

information from the book-cover bionote below. 

                                       Activity 2, Module 2, KPG C1 level May 2007 rubric 

               Two genres with very different features of register are combined in this 

activity (see appendix 1). Candidates are engaged in using information from a book-

cover bionote to produce an introduction of a U.K. radio talk show. To instantiate the 

genre of oral introduction, testees’ texts should be personal and informative, 

exhibiting a conversational semi-formal style (Dendrinos 2007). 

            Overall, real-like contexts and purposeful tasks are used to trigger candidates’ 

language production in KPG examinations. As it is stressed in the rubrics12, it is both 

purpose and genre that are important criteria of pragmatic competence assessment, 

which constitutes part of C1 candidates’ writing ability evaluation (CEFR 2001). As it 

was made clear in section 2, what is assessed in terms of pragmatic competence is the 

language user’s ability to produce a text with suitable register and style for the genre 

required. In other words, the candidate’s pragmatic awareness (genre, text-type, 

function, register and style) is evaluated (McRae and Clark 2004).  Since genres are 

social constructs (Knapp and Watkins 2005) (see section 2.2), successful performance 

in a variety of genres should provide reliable indications of candidates’ pragmatic and 

sociolinguistic ability, and certainly a more holistic assessment of one’s pragmatic 

competence than isolated WDCTs. Candidates’ responses to KPG writing activities 

are multidimensional pragmatic entities as they involve various pragmatic aspects 

such as a social role, purpose, register, style and overall context. Thus, the assessment 

of candidates’ pragmatic ability in written tasks seems to be a rather complex process, 

                                                             
12 Genres (i.e. “e-mail”, “article”) and communicative purposes (i.e. “to argue”, “to inform”) are 
written in bold in the rubrics. 
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since a variety of parameters need to be taken into consideration so as to achieve 

reliable scoring. In what follows, an attempt is made to measure candidates’ 

pragmatic ability by means of task specific rating scales particularly designed to 

estimate pragmatic performance. 
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4. TOWARDS THE CREATION OF A TASK-SPECIFIC RATING 

SCALE: DATA COLLECTION 

 

4.1. Rationale 

 

             To assess KPG candidates’ pragmatic performance in written tasks, an 

instrument for measurement was needed. Since each KPG writing activity is unique, 

given that different text-types are required and provided in every examination, no 

single instrument can suit all KPG examinations. Hence, I decided to create a rating 

scale which is specific to a single KPG writing task so as to measure candidates’ 

pragmatic performance.  

             From the three main ways of scoring written production, namely primary trait, 

holistic and analytic (or multiple trait) scoring (Weigle 2002), the former type is 

selected to be used when designing the pragmatic competence rating scale. Primary 

trait scoring ‘involves the scoring of a piece of work (usually writing) in relation to 

one principal trait specific to that task’ (Davies et al 1999:151)13. Thus, the criteria for 

assessment are task-specific (Weigle 2002, Davies et al. 1999). For example, where 

learners are required to produce a text of a particular genre, the trait to be assessed is 

the extent to which the learners’ ability to incorporate appropriate features into their 

writing is demonstrated14. It is deemed that primary trait scales can provide rich 

information about learners’ abilities given that they are detailed and task-specific 

(Lloyd-Jones 1977, Weigle 2002). The reason why primary trait scoring is less 

preferred than holistic or analytic scoring is that a time-consuming procedure is 

needed for the development of this kind of scales. However, task specificity seems to 

be a necessary condition for the creation of a reliable tool for the assessment of 

                                                             
13 As regards the other types of scoring, in holistic scoring, scripts are judged impressionistically 
according to their overall properties while, in analytic scoring separate scores are awarded for each 
category of features of a task (Davies et al 1999).  KPG evaluation criteria of the writing module 
adhere to the principles of analytic scoring (see appendix 1 ) 

14 The example is adapted from Davies et al. 1999:151 for the purposes of the present work. 
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pragmatic ability. Moreover, I assume that if task-specific primary trait scales are 

designed for certain KPG tasks, then subsequent scales can be based on previous ones 

and ultimately a bank of pragmatic ability rating scales can offer valuable help to 

script raters in the direction of clarifying the first evaluation criterion for KPG 

Module 2 (see appendix 1). 

 

4.2. Participants 

            

               Two different groups of participants provided the data for the purposes of 

this work. As regards the process of validation which preceded the development of the 

rating scale, twenty judges filled in validation forms. All the experts who were asked 

to participate in the validation process specialize in linguistics. They are either tertiary 

education instructors working at the Faculty of English Studies (National and 

Kapodistrian University of Athens) with expertise in (Theoretical/Applied) 

Linguistics or researchers in the fields of Applied Linguistics and Language Testing 

and Assessment. As far as the second group of participants is concerned, foreign 

language learners who sat the May 2007 C1 level KPG examination indirectly 

participated in the research by means of their answers to the writing activity under 

investigation. The KPG examinees were of C1 level according to the Common 

European Framework (2001) as their score in writing reveals. 

 

4.3. Material 

       

              The present dissertation is based on a testing task of KPG exams. In 

particular, I chose the first activity of the writing module in KPG C1 level exams of 

May 2007 in order to suggest an alternative way of measuring candidates’ pragmatic 

competence (see appendix 1). In terms of candidates’ pragmatic performance, the 

rubric of the activity and a prompt text guide them towards a successful response to 
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the task. In the particular activity, the prompt text is a broadsheet opinion article 

written in English (see section 3.2). Textual analysis was conducted for the 

identification of distinguishing features of this genre15.  

            Since the activity required candidates to create an article for their school 

newspaper, I conducted a search on the internet to trace School Newspapers written in 

English. I decided to examine about twenty articles written by teenagers so as to 

distinguish features of the school newspaper subgenre required in the testing task (see 

appendix 2). It seems that the genre of school newspaper articles is comprised by a 

range of subgenres like opinion articles, features, news articles and so on. Taking into 

consideration the article candidates were asked to produce, I selected authentic high-

school newspaper articles on the basis of the following criteria. 

            I analysed opinion articles rather than features or news articles since 

candidates were required to produce the former. I took into account the topic of the 

articles. In particular, I dealt only with articles related to social issues, school issues 

and adolescence. Another criterion for selection was the title since titles also reveal 

the style of articles. I chose articles whose title had similar characteristics to “It’s no 

fun being an adolescent”, which was the title of the KPG task. Therefore, for instance 

“Failed Humanity” and “Length of School year” (see appendix 2) were two of the 

articles I chose not to analyse since their headlines reveal a more formal or neutral 

style. This assumption was verified by reading the articles. Moreover, I found a 

number of school newspapers organized as chronicles and newsletters. Since their aim 

was to report facts, I did not deal with the articles included in them. A final criterion 

was the selection of articles written by different teenage authors and included in 

different issues of the newspapers examined, so as to raise the reliability of results. As 

a result, nineteen articles which satisfied the aforementioned criteria constituted the 

main body of material for my research (see appendix 2).  

             Once a provisional categorization of several comparative points between the 

genres referred to above was prepared, I developed a questionnaire with thirty-one 

                                                             
15 Despite my attempt to identify the source of the article, this was not made possible. Therefore, I 
performed a textual analysis of the provided text. 
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items (see appendix 3). The items included were features detected in either broadsheet 

newspaper opinion articles or school newspaper opinion articles16. Twenty completed 

judges’ validation forms were collected and analysed so as to create the pragmatic 

competence rating scale (see appendix 4). 

                The rating scale was utilized for the assessment of pragmatic competence in 

a random sample of C1 level KPG May 2007 scripts. In particular, the sampling frame 

was a group of scripts kept in RCEL17 for research purposes as a representative 

sample of scripts from May 2007 examination period. The RCEL archive contains 

three groups (strata) of scripts classified according to performance, namely, excellent, 

medium and borderline. I used a stratified random sample by choosing in random 21 

excellent scripts and 21 medium scripts for the purposes of my study (Urdan 2005, 

Utts 2005)18. The scripts are referred to by means of a code (i.e. B1444)19. At this 

point, it should be clarified that I decided to examine excellent scripts (marked 12-15/ 

15) and medium scripts (marked 8-11/15) since these scripts were assessed as C1 

level language production judging by their total scores (see appendix 5). 

       

4.4. Method and Design 

 

      The procedure of creating the pragmatic competence assessment tool 

incorporated three stages: (a) textual analysis of both authentic school newspaper 

texts and the authentic text provided in the activity, for the detection of distinctive 

features between the two genres, (b) creation of a judges’ validation form, (c) 

                                                             
16 In section 4.4, a detailed analysis of the features is offered. 

17 RCEL : Research Centre for English Language Teaching and Testing 

18 As regards the number of units collected from the sampling frame, I was given only 21 excellent 
scripts as a representative sample, that is why, I decided to collect the same number of medium scripts 
though the latter were more. 

19 In particular, the codes of excellent scripts begin with a capital letter (i.e. B-V) while the codes of 
medium scripts are initiated by a small letter (i.e. b-v).  
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development of a task-specific rating scale of pragmatic competence after the analysis 

of the judges’ validation forms. 

 

4.4.1. Comparative Feature Classification  

 

      As regards the first stage (a), the text “So, how tough is it to be an 

adolescent?” (see appendix 1) and authentic school newspaper articles (see section 

4.3) were analysed comparatively. I adapted the methodology employed by Eggins 

and Martin (1997) who introduced ‘register and genre theory’ (R&GT). According to 

R&GT, when dealing with two texts, one has to describe and explain both similarities 

and differences between the texts (Eggins and Martin 1997). In the case of the 

particular type of KPG writing activity, candidates are given a text and are expected 

to produce another one of a different kind. Hence, there is a cognitive interplay in the 

candidate’s mind as the candidate deals with two types of texts simultaneously.  The 

candidate is expected to produce a text which is an appropriate instantiation of the 

genre required after performing an informal comparative analysis of the genres either 

consciously or subconsciously. In this framework, I attempted to identify linguistic 

patterns the combination of which amounts to the specific genre, i.e. school. I got 

useful insights from Carter et al. (1997), Bex (1996) and Eggins and Martins’ 

(1997:231-232) illustrative comparative analysis of two texts.  

      Differences between text types are more marked than similarities and 

candidates need to be assessed for their ability to convert the text by using stylistically 

appropriate linguistic patterns. Comparative points between the two genres appear in 

Table 1. The table is divided into two main categories, namely style and point of 

view/ perspective. In what follows, each category is considered separately in more 

detail. 
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Table 1:   Comparative Features between the Broadsheet Newspaper Article and 

Opinion School Newspaper Articles 

ΚΠγ Module 2 C1 Level ACTIVITY 1 May 2007 
 
Broadsheet Newspaper Article: 
“So how tough is it to be an adolescent?” (May 
2007) ΚΠγ C1 Level20 

Opinion School Newspaper Articles 
Expectations from an Opinion School Newspaper 
Article: “It’s no fun being an adolescent”21 

 

Style 
 
(A) Impersonal Personal 

1 No references to the writer 
[i.e. The journalist’s opinion is implicitly 
stated] 

 

2 Frequent references to the writer (e.g. ‘Yes, I 
have”, “I went through high school”) 
[i.e. a. The author’s opinion is explicitly stated 
through the use of formulaic expressions (e.g. 
‘To me’, ‘I think’) 
b. the author’s involvement is expressed 
through frequent use of intensifying and 
minimizing adverbs (e.g. just, only, really, 
frankly)] 

3  -Frequent use of impersonal 3rd singular “It’s 
the picture painted for us”, “It creates stress” 
 

4 Personal Pronouns and Possessive Adjectives: 
-Frequent use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, 
you, we, they) and possessive adjectives (e.g. 
my, your) 
-You: (Interaction with the reader “you”) 
“you” is the reader, specifically a classmate, a 
member of the school 

5 Reference to groups, or renowned individuals 6 Frequent reference to individuals using their 
name and their status. Mainly schoolmates’ 
beliefs on the issue under discussion are 
quoted using direct speech (e.g. “ ‘I don’t 
remember my long division. That’s something 
I’d like to know how to do’, said Hallie 
Jewell, a grade 12 student.”  

7 Supporting one’s opinion through 
- reference to facts 
- experts’ views 
- use of percentages (e.g. 9 percent) 

8 Supporting one’s opinion mainly through: 
- examples from school life, personal 

experiences in the school or family context, 
other people’s opinion and facts (e.g. “when I 
got my ears pierced ..”, “my mother wouldn’t 
let me get mine until I..”) (e.g. “my parents”) 

- holistic reference e.g. “all”, “everybody” and 
personal point of view: e.g. “I know”  (effect: 
persuasion of the reader 

-  Use of numbers (e.g. “1200 kids”, “30 
students”, “20 liked”) 

9 Unabbreviated syntax 
- Minimal use of contractions 

10 Extensive use of contractions (e.g. “you’ll 
probably say”, “They all aren’t bad”, “you 
can’t change it”) 

11 Punctuation: 
Exclamation mark only used in the only instance of 
direct speech “saying to them ‘these are the best 
years of your life!’ ” 

12 Punctuation: 
Exclamation marks are frequently used (e.g. “Girls 
have to pay for a white dress, shoes for each, hair 
appointments and make up!”) 

 

                                                             
20 See appendix 1 

21 See appendix 2 
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(B) Cautious/ Sophisticated Popular 
13 Use of sophisticated vocabulary (e.g. 

“remembrance”, “withdrawal”, 
“worthlessness”) 

14 Colloquial expressions, idioms/ slang (e.g. 
“over their heads”, “been spoon-fed the idea”, 
“first-hand”, “stick over the thought of”) 

15 Figurative language 
- A poetic effect is created through metaphors 
(e.g. “the rosy remembrance”, “painful tug of 
war”, “negotiating a path between 
independence and reliance on others”) 

16 Mainly literal meaning of expressions 
17 Everyday vocabulary is used 
18 Sporadic use of irony: e.g. “Who knows, 

maybe some day we will be faced with a life 
or death situation and have to solve a 
quadratic function in order to survive”  

19 Lexically dense noun phrase structures with 
pre- modification and post-modification (e.g. 
“painful tug of war filled with mixed 
messages”, “increased arguments with your 
parents”) 

20 Minimal pre-/post- modification 

21 Nominalised vocabulary (e.g. change, 
arguments, reliance) 

22 Low level of nominalization (e.g. protection) 

23 Long sentences 
 

24 Mainly short sentences 
 

 
(C) Non-interactive Interactive 

25 Use of declarative sentences. 26 Imperative (e.g. “Try not to judge people..”, 
“Don’t be a stereoptyper..” ) 

27 Frequent use of direct questions (e.g. “How 
young were you when your parents let you get 
your first piercing?”) 

28 Frequent use of rhetorical questions (e.g. 
“Come on, is that really necessary?”) 

 
Perspective/ Point of View 

(A) Text Level 
29 Point of View of an Adult 
30 Inclusive “we”= adults (demonstrating that 

the writer belongs to the group of adults) 
 
 
 

31 Implied Readers: adults 

32 Point of View of a Teenager 
33 Inclusive “we”/ “our”= the group of 

teenagers/ young people/ schoolmates 
(demonstrating that the writer belongs to the 
group of teenagers) 

 
34 Implied Readers: high school students 

(B) Sentence Level 
35 Themes: Abstract Nouns (e.g. 

“Remembrance”, “Stress”, “Depression”), 
Gerunds (e.g. “Growing up”, Phrases referring 
to teenagers (e.g. “Young people”, “Most 
teenagers”) 

36 Themes: Mainly Personal pronouns and 
people in the position of theme 

 
 

     Style is subdivided into three contrasting categories (A) impersonal / 

personal (B) sophisticated / popular (C) non-interactive / interactive. Regarding the 

first category (A), in the newspaper article, impersonal style is fostered through the 

author’s choice to implicitly state his/her opinion without using the first person 

singular to make reference to his/ herself. The author’s view is mainly supported by 

facts and general truths about groups of people (i.e. “Young people become stressed 
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for many reasons such as: breaking up with a boyfriend or girlfriend…”). The writer’s 

view is based on research findings as well. In particular, a percentage is mentioned in 

the provided text (i.e. “Research findings revealing that 9 percent of…”). Objectivity 

is enhanced by means of the impersonal third singular such as “It’s the picture painted 

for us” and reference to views which are widely accepted by either the group of adults 

or the group of teenagers, for example “For them, it is absurd…”. Contractions are 

rarely used in the broadsheet article. Thus standard unabbreviated syntax prevails in 

the text. What is more, use of exclamation marks is infrequent. 

   On the contrary, school newspaper writers tend to express their views 

explicitly by means of subjective evidentials such as “I think”, “To me”. The author’s 

involvement is expressed through frequent use of intensifying and minimizing 

adverbs (i.e. just, only, really, frankly). Subjectivity is achieved via teenage authors’ 

preference to refer to themselves, their school or family experiences (i.e. “when I got 

my ears pierced ...”, “my mother wouldn’t let me get mine until I ...” “Yes, I have”, “I 

went through high school). Personal style is enhanced through frequent use of 

personal pronouns and possessive adjectives. Moreover, direct speech is commonly 

used to transfer other people’s words by mentioning their name and status (i.e.  “‘I 

don’t remember my long division. That’s something I’d like to know how to do’, said 

Hallie Jewell, a grade 12 student.”). In this way, it is individuals’ opinions which are 

presented rather than only groups’ views. The author attempts to persuade the reader 

by means of holistic reference22 like “all”, “everybody” and personal point of view 

like “I know”. In other words, the teenage author has the tendency to overtly express 

and strongly support his/her opinion by employing a clearly personal (subjective) 

style.  Moreover, school newspaper articles make extensive use of contractions (i.e. 

“you’ll probably say”, “They all aren’t bad”, “you can’t change it”). In contrast to the 

broadsheet newspaper article, exclamation marks are preferred in school newspaper 

articles. Another feature that seems noteworthy is that when young journalists refer to 

quantity, they prefer using cardinal numbers (i.e. “30 people”). Teenage authors rarely 

mention percentages. Therefore, school newspaper articles expressing opinion on 

social issues are expected to have an informal and personal style. 

                                                             
22 holistic: reference to unidentified group of people 
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       As far as category (B) is concerned, the linguistic patterns used in the 

newspaper contrast to the ones preferred by young journalists in terms of their degree 

of complexity. The newspaper article exhibits sophisticated vocabulary (e.g. 

“remembrance”, “withdrawal”, “worthlessness”). Moreover, lexically dense noun 

phrase structures with pre- modification and post-modification are commonly used, 

for instance “painful tug of war filled with mixed messages”, “increased arguments 

with your parents”. Sophisticated style is reinforced by means of nominalized 

vocabulary (e.g. “change”, “loss”, “reliance”, “remembrance”). A poetic effect is 

achieved by means of expressions used figuratively “the rosy remembrance”, “painful 

tug of war”, “negotiating a path between independence and reliance on others”. This 

kind of language interestingly prompts the reader to relate lexical patterns with 

images not explicitly encoded. Finally, long sentences increase sophistication as well. 

     In contrast to the sophisticated style of the newspaper article, school 

newspaper articles adopt a popular style. Everyday vocabulary and literal meanings of 

expressions make understanding explicit, and as such, more direct. Sophisticated 

vocabulary is not preferred. On the contrary, slang and idiomatic expressions add to 

the popular style of the articles (i.e. “over their heads”, “been spoon-fed the idea”, 

“first-hand”, “stick over the thought of”). Popular expressions facilitate 

communication between young people. Pre-modification and post-modification is less 

common than in broadsheet newspaper articles. Actional meanings are usually 

expressed through action verbs rather than nouns, smoothing the process of 

understanding. Young authors’ preference for short sentences creates the effect of fast 

and easy reading.   

     Style category (C) is related to the level of interaction with the reader. The 

broadsheet newspaper journalist uses only declarative sentences to express his/her 

thoughts on the subject while in school newspaper articles there is usually a variety of 

sentence types which promote interaction. For instance, imperatives are frequently 

used to catch the reader’s attention, manipulate the readership’s views and prompt 

them to action (i.e. “Try not to judge people…”, “Don’t be a stereotyper…”). 

Interactive style is also achieved by means of direct questions such as “How young 

were you when your parents let you get your first piercing?” and rhetorical questions 
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like “Come on, is that really necessary?”. Another important feature is that in both 

imperatives and questions the subject is the second person singular (i.e. “you”). In this 

way, the young journalist and the reader interact as the writer addresses the reader 

directly whereas the broadsheet newspaper journalist seems to be distant by never 

addressing the reader straightforwardly. 

     The second part of the table refers to perspective, in other words, point of 

view. At text level, in the broadsheet newspaper article, the journalist is an adult and 

writes the article from the point of view of an adult. Thus, when inclusive ‘we’ is 

used, it denotes the group of adults.  As regards school newspaper articles, the 

perspective is quite different as teenage authors produce the articles. Therefore, they 

approach the subject from the point of view of a teenager. They frequently use 

inclusive ‘we’ to refer to the group of adolescents demonstrating that they share 

common experiences and values. At sentence level, the thematic position is occupied 

by different parts of speech in each one of the genres under investigation. As it is 

evident in the text “So, how tough is it to be an adolescent?”, themes are mostly 

abstract nouns (i.e. “Remembrance”, “Stress”, “Depression”), gerunds (i.e.. “growing 

up” or phrases referring to teenagers (i.e. “Young people”, “Most teenagers”). A 

different perspective is expressed in the majority of school newspaper articles. There 

seems to be a tendency to utilize either personal pronouns or names of people at the 

thematic position.  

        In the light of the above, it could be claimed that a variety of 

interconnected features composes the overall style of each genre. Although the genres 

share common points, their contrastive ones reveal distinctive differences in style 

between newspaper articles and school newspaper articles expressing opinion. 
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4.4.2. Creation of a Judges’ Validation Form 

 

       After the specification of elements that seem to characterize the genres in 

comparison (section 4.4.1), a judges’ validation form was created23. Through the 

process of validation, I intended to verify the results of my comparative study and 

rank the features according to their significance in order to devise the rating scale for 

the KPG writing activity. The validation process would indicate which features are 

expected to be found in school newspaper opinion articles. Judges’ validation should 

demonstrate whether the school newspaper features included in the questionnaire are 

considered conventional pragmatic genre-specific features.  

               Table 1 was employed as a guide for the selection of the items to be included 

in the judges’ validation form (see appendix 3).  Thirty-one close type questionnaire 

items were included, each accompanied by two boxes for the judges to tick, either one 

of them or both. It would be interesting to ask judges to rank the items according to 

their significance, but it would be too time consuming for the experts, therefore, 

judges were only asked to tick the boxes without ranking the features because it was 

assumed that this procedure would not exceed ten minutes for the completion of the 

form (Dorney 2003a, 2003b, McKay 2006). 

             Although the focus of my study was the genre of school newspaper opinion 

articles, I included features of both genres to reduce bias effects on the experts’ 

judgement. In the first part of the form (items 1-15), features of newspaper and school 

newspaper articles from both the style and perspective in mixed order (see section 

4.4.1) were included. In particular, items 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14 of the judges’ 

validation form were features found in ‘So, how tough is it to be an adolescent?” 

article while items 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 were features derived from my research on 

school newspaper articles. After the first fifteen items, I included sixteen more 

features from Table 1(items 16-31 of the judges’ validation form). Most of the 

features were the reverse of already included ones, following the comparison between 

the two genres. To be specific, the pairs of opposites were 1-20, 2- 23, 23 – 26, 3 – 
                                                             
23 I have followed the validation process by means of expert judges used by Ifantidou (2008). 
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19, 4-18, 5-22, 6-17, 17-24, 7-21, 8- 31, 9-30, 11-29, 13-28, 14-25, 15-27. The reason 

why opposites were purposely included was to crosscheck the judges’ reaction and 

guarantee reliability of results (McKay 2006). 

            As regards the administration of the questionnaire, the judges’ validation form 

was sent through e-mail as an attached file followed by an e-mail message. Some 

judges were required to fill in the questionnaire in person. All the judges were 

informed neither about the aim of my research nor about the criteria for selection of 

the features included. In this way, it was assumed that they would judge unaffected by 

the focus of my research.  

 

4.4.3. The Data 

 

              The completed judges’ validation forms were collected and a statistical 

analysis was performed24. Data related to broadsheet newspaper articles (N) and 

opinion school newspaper articles (SN) were gathered in Table I and Table II offered 

in appendix 6. Frequency and valid percent were examined for each item in terms of 

the school newspaper genre. The results of the validation process yielded the level of 

conventionality of each feature included in the judges’ validation form checklist. 

After the analysis of the frequency and the valid percent found for each feature, an 

index of pragmatic performance was created in order for the rating scale to be 

devised. 

               First, features were grouped according to the significance assigned to them 

by the judges. In other words, they were grouped in relation to their valid percent. As 

Table II demonstrates, features attributed to school newspaper articles (section 4.4.1) 

by the researcher were validated by the judges. School newspaper features were 

selected by more than half (55%) of the judges. Worth considering seems to be the 

variation between the valid percent of the school newspaper items. According to the 

                                                             
24 Descriptive statistics were used to describe basic features of the qualitative analysis conducted for 
the purposes of the study. 
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valid percent estimated, these features comprised four groups (I-IV) according to their 

percentages (see Table 2a below). 

Table 2a: Initial Validation Results for School Newspaper Features 

GROUPS 
OF 

FEATURES 
JUDGES’ VALIDATION FORM ITEMS FREQUENCY 

SCORE 
VALID 

PERCENT 

I 
10(imperative), 12(exclamation marks), 

15(personal pronouns as themes), 24(everyday 
vocabulary), 25(teenage perspective), 

26(frequent personal pronouns) 

19-20/20 95-100% 

II 2(‘you’), 20(expressing opinion explicitly), 
22(colloquial style), 29(contractions) 17-18/20 85-90% 

III 
8(low nominalization), 16(direct/rhetorical 

questions), 18(personal experience and holistic 
reference), 28(numbers), 30(short sentences) 

15-16/20 75-80% 

IV 3(direct speech), 6(expressions with literal 
meaning), 21(minimal pre-post modification) 11-12/20 55-60% 

V 19(reference to groups of people) 15/20 75% 

VI 
1(no reference to the writer), 4(reference to 

facts), 13(percentages), 17(figurative language), 
23(impersonal 3rd singular), 31(nominalized 

vocabulary) 

4-7/20 20-35% 

VII 

5(sophisticated vocabulary), 7(lexically dense 
noun phrase structures), 9(long sentences), 

11(infrequent contractions), 14(adult 
perspective), 27(abstract nouns and gerunds as 

themes) 

1-3/20 5-15% 

 

               As regards the first group, of the 18 features belonging to SN genre, items 

10, 12, 15, 24, 25, 26 were validated by the vast majority of the judges (frequency 19-

20/20 - valid percent 95-100%). Therefore, an opinion SN article is highly expected to 

be written from the perspective of a teenager and include imperatives, exclamation 

marks, everyday vocabulary and pronouns at the position of theme.  The second group 

(group II) consisted of features validated by the majority of the judges (frequency 17-

18/20 - valid percent 85-90%). The author of a SN article is expected to interact with 

the reader directly, express one’s view explicitly, and use contractions and idiomatic 

or slang language (items 2, 20, 22, 29). Rhetorical and direct questions, examples 

from everyday life, short sentences, numbers and low level of nominalization (items 

8, 16, 18, 28, 30, group III) were opted for by a considerable number of judges 

(frequency 15-16/20 – valid percent 75-80%). Regarding the fourth group, items 3, 6, 

21 were considered less typical since fewer judges validated them (frequency 11-12 – 
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valid percent 55-60%). Hence, features such as limited pre- and post- modification, 

use of names and status when using direct speech and literal meaning of expressions 

are expected to be found in SN texts but are considered as less likely to be 

encountered by the judges who volunteered their expert opinion for the purposes of 

this work.  

             An important finding is related to item 19, namely “Reference to groups, not 

particular individuals” (see Table 2a). This feature was initially mostly found in the 

newspaper article and was assumed to contrast to item 3, which ‘belongs’ to school 

newspaper articles25. This item was chosen by a remarkable number of judges as a 

feature of the school newspaper genre (frequency 15/20 – valid percent 75%). 

Interestingly, it was checked as a significant feature of the broadsheet newspaper 

article too (frequency 18/20 – valid percent 90%). Hence, this item is highly expected 

to be found in a newspaper article but it is expected to be present in school newspaper 

articles, too. As a result, although it was originally considered to contrast to a 

tendency in SN articles, it was categorized as an inconclusive aspect and was included 

in the list as a separate category of features (group V). 

           Moreover, two further groups (group VI and VII) (see Table 2a) were created 

including features which are mostly found in the newspaper article “So, how tough is 

it to be an adolescent?”. As expected, these contrasted to features of SN articles (see 

Tables I and II in appendix 6). As a consequence, only a minority of the judges 

(frequency 4-7/20 and 1-3/20– valid percent 20%-35% and 5%-15%, respectively) 

attributed these to SN articles. Group VI (valid percent 20%-35%) is considered a low 

significance group. Therefore, although implicit reference to the writer and use of 

third person singular, figurative language, use of percentages and facts to support 

one’s opinion (items 1, 4, 13, 17, 23, 31) might appear in a school newspaper article, 

they are not considered conventional SN features. Similarly, the other group (group 

VII) was opted for by even fewer judges (5%-15%). Thus, sophisticated vocabulary, 

heavy pre-/post- modification of noun phrases, long and complex sentences, absence 

of contractions, use of abstract nouns and gerunds at the position of theme and adult 

                                                             
25 Judges were not informed about the assumption of feature-genre correlation. 
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perspective (items 5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 27) are rarely expected to be found in school 

newspaper articles.  

            What is more, as it was mentioned in section 4.4.2, reverse items were also 

included in the questionnaire to increase the reliability of judges’ responses. An 

important finding was that, according to the data, a number of experts failed to avoid 

this kind of pitfalls by checking pairs of opposite items. For instance, two out of 

twenty judges checked that teenage journalists write articles both from the point of 

view of an adult (item 14) and from the point of view of a teenager (item 25). 

Moreover, other judges selected both item 29 “Extensive use of contractions” and the 

reverse item (item 11) “Infrequent use of contractions” at the column of school 

newspaper articles. Judges who frequently made this kind of mistakes are deemed 

unreliable and their questionnaire answers should not be taken into account (McKay 

2006). Therefore, conflicting questionnaire answers were left out as unreliable data 

(items 1-20, 5-22, 6-17, 7-21, 8- 31, 11-29, 14-25, 15-27, see Table II appendix 6 pp. 

158-9). 

           As can be seen in Table III in appendix 6 and Table 2b below, the valid percent 

of groups I, II, III, and IV altered slightly. For instance, item 8 (i.e. “Low level of 

nominalization”) percentage 77, 77% changed to 80%. These changes were not 

significant and the items remained in the same groups. However, it was shown that 

some features that typically belong to newspaper articles were probably checked by 

mistake in the SN list as their opposites were marked as well. As a result, when 

judges’ ambivalent answers were excluded, three features (i.e. items 11, 14, 27) 

scored 0%. These items moved from group VII to a new one (i.e. group VIII). This 

signifies that features like writing from the point of view of an adult, using only 

unabbreviated syntax and abstract nouns and gerunds at the position of theme, are not 

considered conventional features of school newspaper articles and are not expected to 

be detected in this genre. Table 2b was designed after taking into consideration the 

changes of validation results after the omission of ambivalent questionnaire answers. 

A total of eight groups of features compose the table (groups I-VIII). 
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Table 2b: Final Validation Results for School Newspaper Features 

GROUPS 
OF 

FEATURES 
JUDGES’ VALIDATION FORM ITEMS VALID 

PERCENT 

I 
10(imperative), 12(exclamation marks), 15(personal pronouns as 

themes), 24(everyday vocabulary), 25(teenage perspective), 
26(frequent personal pronouns) 

95-100% 

II 2(‘you’), 20(expressing opinion explicitly), 22(colloquial style), 
29(contractions) 85-90% 

III 
8(low nominalization), 16(direct/rhetorical questions), 18(personal 

experience and holistic reference), 28(numbers), 30(short 
sentences) 

75-80% 

IV 3(direct speech), 6(expressions with literal meaning), 21(minimal pre-
post modification) 55-60% 

V 19(reference to groups of people) 75% 

VI 4(reference to facts), 13(percentages), 17(figurative language), 
23(impersonal 3rd singular),  20-35% 

VII 
1(no reference to the writer), 5(sophisticated vocabulary), 7(lexically 
dense noun phrase structures), 9(long sentences),31(nominalized 

vocabulary) 
5-15% 

VIII 
11(infrequent contractions), 14(adult perspective), 27(abstract nouns 

and gerunds as themes) 0% 
 

              The valid percents attributed to each feature (see Table 2b) demonstrate 

whether a feature is expected to be encountered in a school newspaper article 

according to the experts’ judgement.  Hence, the level of conventionality of each 

school newspaper feature corresponds with its valid percent.  In order to measure 

KPG candidates’ pragmatic performance, an Index of Pragmatic Performance (IPP) is 

devised on the basis of judges’ validation results (Table 2c). In IPP, points are 

allocated to each group of features proportionally, according to the variation of 

percentages assigned to features in Table 2b. Positive scoring, zero scoring and 

negative scoring categories of features are included in the index. Specifically, features 

contained in groups I-V are positively marked when detected in scripts since these are 

expected to be found in the SN genre. The zero scoring group (group VI) contains the 

features which might be found in a school newspaper article but are not considered 

conventional ones by the judges so as to be marked positively when encountered in 

scripts. Finally, groups VII and VIII include features which are rarely or never 

expected to be found in a school newspaper article. Therefore, they are marked 

negatively when found in scripts of this genre because they are deemed inappropriate.  
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Table 2c: Index of Pragmatic Performance (IPP) 

GROUPS 
OF 

FEATURES 
JUDGES’ VALIDATION FORM ITEMS VALID 

PERCENT 

INDEX OF 
PRAGMATIC 

PERFORMANCE 
(IPP) 

I 
10(imperative), 12(exclamation marks), 

15(personal pronouns as themes), 24(everyday 
vocabulary), 25(teenage perspective), 

26(frequent personal pronouns) 

95-100% 

 
+40 

 
 

II 2(‘you’), 20(expressing opinion explicitly), 
22(colloquial style), 29(contractions) 85-90% +35 

 

III 
8(low nominalization), 16(direct/rhetorical 

questions), 18(personal experience and holistic 
reference), 28(numbers), 30(short sentences) 

75-80% 
+30 

IV 3(direct speech), 6(expressions with literal 
meaning), 21(minimal pre-post modification) 55-60% +20 

V 19(reference to groups of people) 75% +10 

VI 
4(reference to facts), 13(percentages), 

17(figurative language), 23(impersonal 3rd 
singular),  

20-35% 
0 

VII 
1(no reference to the writer), 5(sophisticated 
vocabulary), 7(lexically dense noun phrase 

structures), 9(long sentences),31(nominalized 
vocabulary) 

5-15% 

-20 

VIII 

11(infrequent contractions), 14(adult 
perspective), 27(abstract nouns and gerunds as 

themes) 0% 

-40 

 

             In more detail, when a feature of group I is detected in a script, it is marked 

with 40 points in IPP. Therefore, if a candidate uses all features of group I, s/he is 

awarded with 240 points in IPP. Proportionally, items of groups II and III are 

allocated 35 and 30 points per item respectively. Thus, when all features of group II 

are found in a script, 140 points in IPP are gathered while 150 points can be gathered 

from use of all group III features. Since, fewer judges opted for the items included in 

group IV, 20 points in IPP are given when one of these features is encountered in a 

script. Hence, using features of group IV, one can be awarded up to 100 points in IPP. 

The last positively marked category of features (group V) is given only 10 points in 

IPP as valid percents show that it constitutes a feature expected to be found in both 

genres. Hence, it is positively marked, but it is awarded the least points. Overall, a 

candidate can gather up to 600 points if all the positively marked features discussed 

are traced in one’s text.  
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            As regards groups VI-VIII, group VI is a zero marking category of features. In 

other words, if a feature included in group VI is detected in a text under evaluation, it 

does not influence the measurement of pragmatic competence displayed by the 

candidate. No point in IPP is added or subtracted if a feature of this group is detected 

in a script. Groups VII and VIII are marked negatively. These groups include features 

which are not considered conventional of SN genre. Being conversely proportional to 

the first four positively marked groups, each feature of group VII is marked with 20 

minus points in IPP and each feature of group VIII with 40 minus points in IPP26. 

Hence, when these features are traced in a script, points in IPP are subtracted from 

their total IPP score. Consequently, up to 240 points can be subtracted from one’s 

scoring if the candidate commits ‘pragmatic errors’, in other words, if the learner uses 

features which are not expected to be detected in the particular genre (i.e. features of 

groups VII-VIII). 

             The Index of Pragmatic Performance (IPP) is used for the measurement of 

KPG C1 level candidates’ pragmatic performance in the particular KPG writing 

activity under examination. The task-specific rating scale uses the IPP in order to 

measure pragmatic performance (see appendix 4). The rating scale is designed in the 

form of a checklist. It includes all features contained in the judges’ validation form 

grouped according to the points allocated per item in IPP. The script rater is expected 

to judge which features exist in a script and add the points to find the candidate’s total 

IPP score. According to scoring, a candidate’s script might be characterized as 

excellent, good, borderline or poor in terms of pragmatic performance (see Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
26 This distribution indicates the variation of pragmatic error gravity. 
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Table 3: Grouping of Scripts in Terms of Pragmatic Performance Scoring 

PRAGMATIC COMPETENCE SCORE DESCRIPTION OF SCRIPTS IN TERMS 

OF PRAGMATIC PERFORMANCE 

Group A: 401-600  EXCELLENT  

Group B: 201-400  GOOD 

Group C: 1-200  BORDERLINE 

Group D: -240 – 0  POOR 

 

              Before proceeding with the application of the rating scale (section 5), a few 

remarks should be made. It is assumed that a script may be evaluated as a fully 

satisfactory instantiation of the intended genre even though all positively marked 

features included in the rating scale are not detected or negatively marked ones are 

identified in it. Every authentic SN opinion article is not expected to include every 

positively marked feature either (see authentic texts in appendix 2). It should be made 

clear that positively marked features included in the rating scale constitute a number 

of conventionally acceptable traits of the particular register (Clark 1992) while 

pragmatic errors are those features which are conventionally deemed unacceptable 

(Nsakala 1995). However, “pragmatic ‘correctness’ cannot be specified by absolute 

rules.” (Becker 1988: 9). It is each writer’s individual style of writing which is 

discerned in every writing attempt. A balance between conventions and choice is 

expected from learners’ production attempts (Trappes-Lomax 2004). Therefore, it 

could be claimed that a script rater who applies this pragmatic competence rating 

scale is supposed to judge each script as both an attempt at using conventionally 

acceptable stylistic features and a stylistically unique piece of writing. Eventually, 

slight divergence of results is expected among different raters’ application of the 

rating scale. 
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5. APPLICATION OF THE RATING SCALE: 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1. Assessment of C1 KPG Candidates’ Pragmatic Performance 

 

              The rating scale (see appendix 4) was employed for the assessment of KPG 

candidates’ pragmatic competence as it is exposed in both excellent and medium 

competence scripts27. As it was noted above (section 4.4.3), features that contributed 

to the creation of the text style and consequently to the successful instantiation of the 

required genre were marked positively, while linguistic choices which were deemed 

inappropriate for the communicative purpose and the context of situation were 

marked negatively. In the following section (5.1.1) descriptive statistics aim at 

introducing results. Candidates’ preferences for features that contributed either to 

pragmatic success or pragmatic failure are considered in more detail in section 5.2.   

 

5.1.1. Statistical Characteristics of Scripts 

           

            The descriptive statistics for the scripts which were assessed in terms of the 

pragmatic competence exhibited by the candidates are shown in Table 4a and Table 

4b including the mean (i.e. 203/600 for medium scripts, 396/600 for excellent scripts), 

the median, the mode, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of the pragmatic 

assessment scores. 

 

 

 
                                                             
27 (see appendix 5, excellent scripts and medium scripts) 
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Table 4a: Scores and Descriptive Statistics for Medium Scripts 

Candidate's Code Total Pragmatic Competence Score 
b 604 90 
c 317 35 
d 314 25 
e 298 -55 
f 295 145 
g 293 330 
h 292 260 
I 291 -40 
j 858 425 
k 883 15 
l 888 260 
m 802 320 
n 814 105 
o 817 430 
p 375 325 
q 373 140 
r 362 230 
s 353 165 
t 948 570 
u 861 510 
v 863 70 

Descriptive Statistics for Medium Scripts 

MEAN 203 
MODE 260 
MEDIAN 165 
MINIMUM -55 
MAXIMUM 570 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 184 

 

Table 4b: Scores and Descriptive Statistics for Excellent Scripts 

Candidate's Code Total Pragmatic Competence Score 
B 1444 455 
C 1498 -170 
D 2414 475 
E 2490 10 
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F 2303 420 
G 1493 440 
H 2661 405 
I 1520 290 
J 1517 360 
K 2421 480 
L 2436 485 
M 2441 505 
N 2443 475 
O 2444 545 
P 2447 550 
Q 1807 305 
R 1378 600 
S 1308 330 
T 1093 390 
U 8 470 
V 229 490 

Descriptive Statistics for Excellent Scripts 

MEAN 396 
MODE 475 
MEDIAN 455 
MINIMUM -170 
MAXIMUM 600 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 179 

 

             As can be seen in Tables 4a and 4b, medium scripts yielded lower mean 

scores than excellent scripts. When examined as groups, excellent scripts were almost 

twice as appropriate as medium ones.  It should be stressed that the most frequently 

occurring value in the array of excellent scripts scores corresponds with 79,17% of the 

total pragmatic performance score (i.e. mean= 475/ 600) while the repetitive value of 

medium competence group is half of the former (i.e. 43,33%, mean= 260/600). In the 

following sections (5.1.2, 5.2, 5.3), I will shed light on the devices candidates 

employed to receive positive or negative scoring in IPP reported here and on the 

correlations between pragmatic performance and overall language performance. 
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            Especially interesting seems to be the comparison between the smallest and 

the largest values in Tables 4a and 4b (i.e. minimum and maximum values). With 

regard to maximum scores, it could be concluded that both medium competence 

candidates and excellent competence candidates can score high in IPP, MAX 570/600 

and MAX 600/600 respectively. An important finding is that a candidate managed to 

combine all the features under examination so as to produce an instantiation of the 

targeted SN genre (R 1378, score 600/600) (see appendix 5). In section 5.1.2, a 

discussion on the features that KPG candidates used in order to gather IPP marks 

follows. 

            Particularly important and much less expected was the finding that the 

minimum value of both sets of scripts was identified in the set of excellent scripts 

rather than the set of medium scripts (C 1498, score -170/600 (MIN) ). Compared 

with other units of the same group, this excellent script constitutes “an outlier” as it is 

significantly removed from the rest of the data (Utts 2004:108). This finding indicates 

that candidates with developed linguistic competence produce not only highly 

appropriate texts (e.g. R 1378, IPP score 600/600) but also inappropriate ones (e.g. C 

1498, IPP score -170/600). Therefore, script C 1498 is worth closer examination in 

section 5.2.2 where I examine features that result in negative scoring, i.e. pragmatic 

errors, in more depth. 

             Standard deviation for medium and excellent scripts is demonstrated in the 

following histograms (Figures 1 and 2). As illustrated in Figure 1, normal distribution 

of data is observed in the pragmatic competence scores of medium scripts. In other 

words, most pragmatic performance scores of medium KPG scripts are close to the 

average score, while relatively few scores tend to one extreme or the other. On the 

contrary the histogram of scores for excellent scripts (Figure 2) demonstrates right 

skewness rather than normal distribution, that is to say that most pragmatic 

performance scores in excellent scripts are high. 
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Figure 1: Histogram of scores for medium scripts 

 

Figure 2: Histogram of scores for excellent scripts 
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             Scripts were grouped in four categories as suggested in section 4.4.3, i.e. 

‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘borderline’ and ‘poor’ with respect to script writers’ pragmatic 

performance demonstrated (see Table 3). As illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the 

majority of excellent scripts demonstrated ‘excellent’ pragmatic performance while 

medium scripts mainly displayed candidates’ ‘borderline’ or ‘good’ pragmatic ability. 

Considered as a whole, many scripts were ‘excellent’ (i.e. 18/42), a number of scripts 

were either ‘good’ or ‘borderline’ (i.e. 11/42 and 10/42 respectively) whereas a 

minority of scripts was poor (i.e. 3/42) (see Figure 5). A question that remains to be 

answered is whether there is a correlation between KPG candidates’ overall 

performance scores and IPP scores, which is examined in section 5.3. In the following 

section, pragmatic success and pragmatic failure are discussed (section 5.2). 

 

Figure 3: Grouping of Medium Scripts 
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Figure 4: Grouping of Excellent Scripts 

 

 

Figure 5: Grouping of Both Excellent and Medium Scripts in terms of Pragmatic 

Performance  
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5.2. Pragmatic Success and Pragmatic Failure 

 

5.2.1. Pragmatic Performance 

              

               Candidates were assessed positively when the features included in the table 

below (Table 5) were encountered in their scripts. As can be seen in Table 5, the 

range of percentages demonstrates that candidates preferred certain features to others 

(MAX 100%, MIN 21, 43%)28. Let us next discuss interesting findings about 

positively marked features employed by candidates. 

Table 5: Ordered Frequency of Occurrence of Pragmatic Genre-Specific Features in 

Candidates’ Scripts.  

Features 
Excellent 
Scripts 

Medium 
Scripts 

Excellent 
and Medium 
Scripts29  

a. Reference to groups of people 100% 100% 100,00% 
b. Everyday Vocabulary 90,48% 80,95% 85,72% 
c. Expressions are mainly used with their literal meaning 90,47% 76,19% 83,33% 
d. Personal Pronouns in the position of theme 90,48% 66,67% 78,58% 
e. Short sentences 90,48% 66,67% 78,58% 
f. Frequent Use of Personal Pronouns and Possessive 

Adjectives 95,23% 52,38% 73,81% 
g. Point of View of a teenager (we= teenagers) 95,23% 47,62% 71,43% 
h. Supporting one’s opinion through examples from everyday 

life and holistic expressions (e.g. all, everyone) 85,71% 57,14% 71,43% 
i. Use of Contractions 71,42% 61,90% 66,66% 
j. Minimal pre-/post- modification 76,19% 47,62% 61,91% 
k. Low level of Nominalization 80,95% 38,10% 59,53% 
l. Use of ‘you’ to achieve interaction with the reader 61,90% 57,14% 59,52% 
m. The author’s opinion is explicitly stated by means of 

formulaic expressions such as ‘I think’, ‘To me’ etc. 61,90% 42,86% 52,38% 
n. Colloquial style through use of idioms/ slang 80,95% 23,80% 52,38% 
o. Exclamation Marks 57,14% 28,57% 42,86% 
p. Use of direct questions and rhetorical questions 57,14% 28,57% 42,86% 
q. Use of Imperative 33,33% 23,80% 28,57% 
r. Use of individualized direct speech (reference to name and 

status) 28,57% 14,29% 21,43% 

                                                             
28 It seems interesting to note that data from scripts ranked features differently from judges’ ranking. 

29 Features are ordered according to the frequency of occurrence of pragmatic genre-specific features in 
all scripts. 
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s. Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’) 23,80% 19,05% 21,43% 
 

            The vast majority of the subjects (100%) referred to groups of people (feature 

a, Table 5), mainly the group of teenagers or young people and the group of adults or 

parents (i.e. “As adolescents, we are facing…” (I 1520), “…why parents keep repeating 

themselves…” (S 1308)). It is worth noting that irrespective of whether the candidate 

wrote from the point of view of an adult or the point of view of a teenager, they all 

made reference to people as groups30.  

           In contrast to sophisticated vocabulary frequently found in the given text, 

everyday vocabulary prevailed in candidates’ scripts (feature b, Table 5). For 

instance: 

(11) Extract A:  “It is obvious that most young people like us, do not have to care 

about their job, family or children. For most of us, our parents have created an 

environment, for others better for other worst, that we don’t care about money or 

other issues of living.” (T 1093).31 

The lexicogrammar selected for Extract A (11) was simple and unsophisticated. The 

selection of everyday vocabulary, like ‘job, family or children’ and “care about 

money” instead of more sophisticated linguistic choices such as “professional and 

familiar commitments” and “interested in financial issues”, created a casual and 

informal tone (Carter et al.:1997). 

              Moreover, a considerable proportion of candidates primarily used lexical 

items with their literal meaning (feature c, Table 5) instead of metaphors which would 

create a poetic effect. This signifies their tendency to convert the poetic style of the 

given text into a simpler, more popular style. However, it should be noted that in 

compliance with judges’ validation form results and, consequently, the rating scale 

                                                             
30 As mentioned in section 4.4.3, this feature is highly expected to be found in both broadsheet 
newspaper articles such as the given text and school newspaper articles. That is why its presence did 
not affect scoring significantly as it was awarded with the minimum of positive marks (see section 
4.4.3). 

31 Errors in lexicogrammar and spelling may be traced in the extracts from candidates’ scripts because 
they are parts of authentic EFL learners’ scripts (see appendix 5). 
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created, when candidates copied the figurative style of the broadsheet article (i.e. 

“tarnishes the rosy picture o adolescence” (S 1308), they were not penalized because 

this feature was allocated no marks in IPP (section 4.4.3). 

            As regards personal reference (features c, e, Table 5), a considerable number 

of candidates (83,33%, 78, 58%) were assessed positively because they used pronouns 

(i.e. I, you, we, they) to identify speakers, addressees and others  (features c, e) 

(Carter et al: 1997). 

(12) Extract B. “What I am trying to say, is that often older people forget the 

difficulties of their own adolescence and younger people cannot understand us, due to 

lack of experiences, so they judge us in a severe way. What should do from our part is 

to act with maturity and put them in front of their responsibilities. We should not feel 

hopeless, with drawn, isolated and alone. We must try to argue reasonably. Respect is 

gained and this process is often difficult” (N2443) 

The particular extract appears to be an adequate illustration of personal reference. “I” 

refers (exophorically) to the author his/herself, that is the young journalist who is 

writing the article, while “their”, “they”, “them” and “us”, “we”, “our” 

(endophorically) to the previously mentioned “older people” and “young people” 

respectively (Sifianou 2001).   

              A relevant feature that is worth considering is writing from the “point of 

view of a teenager” (feature f, Table 5). As will be further explained in the following 

section (section 5.2.2), this feature appears to be crucial for candidates’ successful 

pragmatic performance as it seems to influence candidates’ selection of the rest of the 

features. According to the mean score of percentages, three out of four candidates 

expressed their opinion from the perspective of a teenager, as it was stressed in the 

rubric (see appendix 1). Especially interesting was the finding that excellent scripts 

displayed almost double the percentage of medium scripts with regard to feature f, 

95,23% and 47, 62% respectively (see Table 5). Two illustrations of feature f follow: 

(13) Extract C:  “All adults look back with nostalgia in the years of their adolescence 

and wish they could return to it again. They say they have been the best years of their 

lives. 
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           As a teenager student I agree, and with me most of you believe, that 

adolescence has two shades: it can be difficult but also pleasurable. […]” (G1493) 

(14) Extract D:  “We, adolescents, are getting anxious about our final exams which 

will be the defining factor for our future. As a result, we have little free time to spend 

with our friends or whatever else. We have all definitely said: that we spend our best 

years on these desks!” (H2661) 

In Extract C (13), the candidate explicitly stated her/his opinion on the issue from the 

perspective of a teenager by employing the phrase “As a teenager student I agree”. 

Interestingly, in Extract D (14), the candidate wrote from the point of view of a 

teenager and expressed her/his identity by claiming membership to the group of 

adolescents via the theme “We” and the explanation “adolescents”. 

              It should be noted that the first plural pronoun ‘we’ was detected in a 

considerable number of scripts. The pronoun ‘we’ was inclusive of teenage 

schoolmates. Used to contribute to the understanding of identities, “we” distinguished 

‘insiders’, adolescents, and ‘outsiders’, adults (Woodward 1997:2 in Mitsikopoulou 

1999). One of the candidates stressed the divergence of beliefs and feelings between 

the groups by stating the following: 

(15) Extract E: “There is a myth about adolescence and the high – school years. This 

myth is created and reproduced by the adults, simply because they’ve forgotten the 

difficulties they faced during their own school yearss. […] On the other hand, it is 

wonderful when we have free time from our routine to go to cinema, to listen to our 

favorite music, to be with our bossom friends […]” (F 2303). 

It can be assumed from Extract E (15) that the candidate’s intention was to emphasize 

the contrast between the two groups, namely, adults and adolescents by referring to 

each group in separate parts of the text. S/he managed to strengthen her/his identity as 

an adolescent by using language conveying resentment towards adults and positive 

connotations towards adolescence.   

             Another detected preference was candidates’ tendency to construct short 

sentences (feature d, Table 5). Generally speaking, it could be suggested that even if a 
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couple of short utterances are included in a text, the candidate’s attempt to create a 

less sophisticated style is shown. Illustrations of this point are offered below. 

(16) Extract F: “[…] Many times they choose to do the wrong thing rather that 

following the right way. They prefer to have fun that take responsibilities. The adults 

are obliged to accept this behavior, they can’t change something. Teenagers will 

always be worry and huppy at the same time. They will always feel lonely although 

they have many friends. That is because they are trying to find themselves. And to 

understand the world.” (h292) 

(17) Extract G: “[…] However, sometimes teenagers feel stressed. I must confess it! 

Some of the reasons which make them feel stressed are the following: breaking up 

with a boyfriend or girlfriend, increased arguments with parents, trouble with brother 

or sister, increased arguments between parents, charge in parents’ financial status, 

serious illness or injury of family member, trouble with classmates and trouble with 

parents. But, teenagers face these problems easily. They solve their problems! As, a 

teenager I know it! They know how to overcome them. 

Finally, no matter what adults say, I believe that these are the best years 

of our life. So, have fun. Our live is full of feelings and this is very good!” (m 802) 

Extract F (16) contains merely short sentences. By this means reading is facilitated. 

Extract G (17) is part of a script that includes both long and short sentences. Though 

long sentences could have been avoided, the existence of short sentences balances the 

effect created by long ones. 

              As it was observed in authentic school newspaper articles, cautious language 

does not appear to constitute a trait of this genre. Young journalists support their view 

by stating it with certainty by means of using holistic referring expressions. Likewise, 

KPG candidates frequently utilized lexical items such as “we have all definitely said: 

[…]” (H 2661). “It is certain that all these make you […]” (D 2414) “All of us who 

are in this age have thought, at least once, how […] (K 2421)” “as all of you […] 

know […] everyone expects from us to succeed in school” (O 2444) to persuade their 

readers. Moreover, performing as teenagers, candidates claimed that personal 

experiences had enabled them to feel certain about their views. Interestingly, 

expressions of certainty commonly used in authentic SN articles, were detected in 
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scripts as well “I’m sure” (D 2414).  Moreover, evidential parenthetical expressions like 

‘I know’ contributed to the explicit aspect of communication (Ifantidou 2001:120) 

(i.e. “I know I have to make the best of it. And that’s with my friend, because I know, 

when […]” (V 229)). The combination of these lexical features signals candidates’ 

intention to act as opinion manipulators (Carter et al. 1997, Reah 1998).   

               Another preferred way of supporting one’s view was the narration of 

personal experiences. Since the style of the provided text was quite impersonal, it was 

a risk for a candidate to alter the style by adding personal information. However, a 

couple of candidates took this risk by referring to their personal life. Excellent 

illustrations of the above are the following: 

 (18) Extract H: “How funny is it to be an adolescent after all? This question occured 

to me last nignt, after an argument I had with my parents about (what else?) my 

grades of the last simester.[…] The answer was obvious: the sudden death of 

grandma and the change of the job for my father (he got fired from the previous one 

but fortunately got a new one quickly). However neither my parents nor my brother 

took the time and effort to think about how these changes influenced me” (N 2443). 

(19) Extract I: “Certainly, we all remember of the recent 7 – day excursion with 

school in Rhodes, the party that C class organised or the day that some students left 

from school to go at the nearest pool for a bath. We can all recall, when our school 

team won at the basketball championship and we celebrated till 2 o’clock in the 

morning by organising a fiesta (like the big teams do). Perhaps, that is that our 

parents and teachers see, and they all say in one voice, these are the best years of 

your life. But is this actually the scene? Even though adolescence is a time period 

without serious daily life  problems, it is full of stress, anxiety and questions. […]” (T 

1093) 

In script N2443 (18), the candidate narrated a recent personal experience. 

Specifically, s/he discussed a conflict between her/himself and her/his parents. Script 

T1093 (19) contained the candidate’s reminiscence of past school events. It is 

significant that in both cases candidates wrote about their school experiences in a 

highly persuasive manner.  
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             Hints of informal, simple and popular style were detected in more than half of 

the scripts (features i, j, k, Table 5). Enough candidates employed abbreviated forms 

(feature i: 66,66%). For instance: 

(20) Extract J: “Well, that’s the good side of life. […] They’re standing on a bridge 

and they don't know which way is proper to follow.” (J 1517).  

The clauses included in Extract J (20) are standard abbreviated forms.  Use of 

abbreviations is a typical feature of the spoken mode and increases the effect of 

directness (Hughes 1996:21). 

           What is more, action verbs were preferred to nouns in order to create 

straightforward and easily understood speech (feature k: 59,53%, Table 5). When 

nouns were used, usually a few or no words pre- or post- modified them (feature j: 

61,91%, Table 5). Let us discuss the following extract in terms of the level of pre-

/post-modification and nominalization it exhibits: 

(21) Extract K: “At school, we hang out between classes, and after school we’ll go for 

a coffee. I have two best friends, and let me tell you, we’re inseparable. We’ve been 

best friends since daycare. Kind of like, the female version of the “three musketeers”. 

We do have a lot of laughs. 

 Even when my parents got divorced, I had such a tough time copint with the 

fact that my Dad would be moving out of the house.” (V229) 

As regards feature k (Table 5), the negative politeness device32 of nominalization was 

avoided by the candidate (Brown and Levinson 1978/1987:206 in Sidiropoulou 

2002:50). By using action verbs such as “hang out”, “go”, “got divorced”, “moving 

out”, the candidate achieved to minimize social distance (Brown and Levinson 

1987:130 in Sifianou 2001:132).  With reference to feature j (Table 5), the majority of 

nouns included in the extract were neither pre- nor post- modified (i.e. “classes”, 

“coffee”, “parents”). Few noun phrases were traced. For instance, the noun phrase 

“best friends” consists of the core noun “friends” pre-modified with the word “best” 

(Carter et al.:1997).   

                                                             
32 Negative politeness devices are structures that indicate distance and formality (Sifianou 2000:150). 
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              Highly interactive texts were produced by many candidates (59,52 %). The 

personal pronoun “you” was employed to address the readership, that is, their 

imaginary schoolmates. For instance: 

 (22) Extract L: “You will always remember the jokes and the funny stories with your 

classmates. Your first flirt, your first girlfriend or boyfriend will remain 

unforgettable.” (L 2436)  

(23) Extract M: “as all of you, aged between fourteen to nineteen, know,[…]” (O 

2444) 

(24) Extract N:  “My dear fellow schoolmates each and everyone of you have heard 

[…] You all know [..] You meet […] your life […]” (U 8) 

In Extracts L,M,N, “you” is the addressee. The addressee is expected to be a 

schoolmate. The pronoun “you” as well as the honorific “My dear fellow 

schoolmates”, are employed to adjust interpersonal distance between the author and 

the reader (Sidiropoulou 2002). With regard to feature m (Table 5), expressions like 

“I believe that […]” (H 2661),  “[…] as far as I’m concerned […]” (K2421), “What I am 

trying to say” (N 2443) were selected by almost half of the candidates to express their 

opinion explicitly (52,38%).  By using formulaic expressions, candidates stress their 

opinion and help readers realize the former’s intentions. An interesting finding in 

relation to feature n (Table 5) was that the majority of excellent scripts exhibited 

colloquial style as they used idiomatic expressions like “it’s in our hands to make the 

best of it” (G 1493) “they are trapped in this routine” (Q 1807) “the bright side of our 

life” (R 1378), “sure li(f)e does have it’s ups and downs” (V 229) which would not be 

expected in more formal texts. 

               Less expected was the finding that highly frequent features in authentic 

school newspapers such as the use of imperatives, interrogatives and declaratives with 

exclamation marks, were used by a minority of candidates (28,57%, 42,86%, 42,86% 

respectively, Table 5).  

(25) Extract O: “Don't you get furious when you are told that adolescence is the most 

beautiful period of life?” (D 2414) 
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(26) Extract P:  “What about exams, grades, stress and trouble at home? How does it 

feel like being an adolescent? […] Self confidence, trust and – why not? – love” (I 

1520) 

 (27) Extract Q: “But is this really the case?” (S 1308)  

(25), (26) and (27) contain direct questions and rhetorical questions posed by 

candidates. They were used as a means of increasing readers’ involvement in the text 

and developing a sense of immediacy (McLoughlin 2000). 

(28) Extract R: “I’m sure you get!” (D 2414) 

(29) Extract S: “Afterall we are not adults yet!” (R 1378) 

(30) Extract T: “Don’t worry! […] Gather hope and courage and keep your head up!” 

(P 2447) 

(31) Extract U: “Focus on the good side of it, but at the same time try to face our 

problems in a more optimistic and mature way.” (R 1378) 

Declarative sentences with exclamation marks (D2414, R1378) and imperative 

sentences (P 2447, R1378) are included in the extracts above. These sentence types 

constitute attention-seeking devices aimed at attracting readers’ interest and stressing 

the author’s view (Goddard 1998). Through these direct forms, writers attempt to 

trigger feelings of emphathy in the reader (McLoughlin 2000). Overall, it could be 

claimed that candidates’ use of these features o, p, q (Table 5) was a manipulative 

strategy in order to affect readers’ way of thinking and create an information gap 

which arouses the latter’s interest (Drossou 1998:132).  

               Features r, s (Table 5) yielded the lowest scores in the list of candidates’ 

preferences (21,43%). This result was quite expected given that learners produced 

language in a non-authentic environment, that is, in a testing environment. Therefore, 

even if they imagined they were teenage students working in a school newspaper, they 

did not actually live that experience at the same moment. Therefore, they were not 

capable of producing utterances like “[…] That’s something I’d like to know how to 

do’, said Hallie Jewell, a grade 12 student.” discussed in section 4.1.1 as part of 
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authentic school newspaper articles. Thus all candidates who intended to use direct 

speech, transferred utterances that groups of people say, like the following: 

(32) Extract V: “Our parents tell us “These are the best years of your life!” but they 

continue “Don’t go out! You have to study!”.” (L 2436)  

(33)Extract W: “we all have heard our parents tellling us: “I wish I was in your age” 

or “These are the best years of your life” (Q 1807) 

(34) Extract X: “For us the question is: “To be an adolescent or not to be?” (R 

1378).  

In (32) and (33), candidates’ parents’ words were transferred unchanged while in (34) 

a rhetorical question was used as teenagers’ thought. It could be claimed that direct 

speech made text style more lively and realistic. Another feature assumed to be 

difficult for a candidate to deploy is the use of numbers in the way they are found in 

authentic school journals (i.e. 30 people). However, what was important and was 

taken into account in the assessment procedure was the use of numbers instead of 

percentages or words. Some candidates used numbers “I’m 17 years old” (M 2441).  

              In a nutshell, by means of making pragmatically correct genre-specific 

linguistic choices, C1 KPG candidates manifested increased ability to use language 

appropriately in the particular context. A finding worth mentioning is that every 

conventional feature of SN opinion articles, that is, every SN feature validated by 

expert judges, was discovered in the scripts. Impressing is the fact that many realistic 

texts, in other words pragmatically excellent scripts, were produced although they 

were produced in a language testing environment rather than in real life conditions. 

Apart from positively-scored items, negatively-scored ones were identified in 

candidates’ scripts as well. Pragmatic errors constitute the focus of the following 

section (section 5.2.2).  
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5.2.2. Pragmatic Errors 

 

              As observed in the scripts under evaluation, some candidates’ language 

choices were not deemed pragmatically correct because they were not considered 

conventional features by the expert judges. Hence, they were perceived and marked as 

pragmatic errors in IPP. In Corder’s (1973:259) words, these linguistic choices are 

defined ‘breaches of the code’ in terms of contextual appropriateness. To put it 

differently, ‘pragmatic errors’ or ‘social gaffes’ (Nsakala 1995:21) are certain forms 

used in a situational context for which they are conventionally deemed unacceptable. 

These errors are ‘context-bound’ (Nsakala 1995:23), that is, the same structures may 

be considered erroneous choices in one context while they are totally acceptable in a 

different context.  

              In accordance with the overview of the notion of pragmatic competence 

discussed in sections 1 and 2, James (1998) supports that discourse error types 

demonstrate limitations in the use of one’s linguistic competence rather than one’s 

linguistic knowledge itself. He suggests that pragmatic errors could be termed 

‘pragmalinguistic errors’ given that linguistic competence is employed (James 

1998:164). Janicki (1980 in James 1998) employs the term ‘sociointeractional rule 

encroachment’ and Thomas (1983) refers to ‘sociopragmatic failure’ when addressing 

errors committed due to sociocultural incompetence rather than linguistic inability. 

             Hence pragmatic errors are deviations from the norm in terms of pragmatic 

rules. In the case of KPG written tasks, the norm is the set of features which comply 

with the lexicogrammatical choices and pragmatic principles generally accepted for 

the particular genre.  In compliance with the principle of conventionality (Clark 

1992), forms that speakers do not expect to be used in the particular context are 

classified as pragmatic errors. In the present study, judges’ validation form results 

showed the level of conventionality of each feature as some features were expected to 

be found in SN genre more than others (see sections 4.4.2, 4.4.3).    In particular, after 

performing a statistical analysis on the judges’ validation forms results, features such 

as long sentences, lexically dense noun phrase structures, absence of contractions, 
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absence of reference to the writer, nominalized and sophisticated vocabulary, adult 

perspective of writing and gerunds or abstract nouns as themes (Groups VII, VIII in 

Table 2b) were not expected to be found in the genre under examination, namely, the 

school newspaper article. Therefore, I grouped these features as ‘negatively assessed’ 

in the Index of Pragmatic Performance (IPP) (see section 4.4.3) because they were not 

deemed conventional elements of the genre KPG candidates were asked to produce. 

They are considered deviations in terms of pragmatic performance. In Table 6, the 

frequency of pragmatic errors detected in candidates’ scripts is presented. 

 

Table 6: Ordered Frequency of Occurrence of Negatively Marked Pragmatic Features 

in Candidates’ Scripts. 

Features 
Excellent 
Scripts 

Medium 
scripts 

Excellent and 
Medium 
Scripts33 

i. No references to the writer (stating one’s view 
implicitly) 33,33% 52,38% 42,86% 

ii. No use of contractions (e.g. you’re) 23,81% 38,10% 30,96% 

iii. Point of View of an Adult (i.e. “we”= adults) 4,76% 52,38% 28,57% 

iv. Common use of long sentences 14,28% 38,10% 26,19% 

v. Themes are usually abstract nouns and gerunds 23,81% 23,81% 23,81% 

vi. Use of sophisticated vocabulary 19,04% 28,57% 23,81% 
vii. Lexically dense noun phrase structures with pre- 

modification and post-modification 14,28% 14,29% 14,29% 

viii. Nominalized Vocabulary 0% 28,57% 14,29% 
 

           As shown in Table 6, a number of KPG candidates expressed their opinion on 

the subject implicitly, without making reference to themselves in medium scripts 

(52,38%). A similar proportion of scripts (52,38%) were not written from the point of 

view of a teenager as required with clarity in the task rubric. On the contrary, this 

pragmatic error was infrequent in excellent scripts (4,76%). Moreover, some 

candidates (30,96%) included only unabbreviated forms in their scripts and several 
                                                             
33 Features are ordered according to the frequency of occurrence of negatively-marked pragmatic 
features in all scripts. 
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scripts (26,19%) mainly contained long sentences. As regards the rest of the 

negatively marked features (features v, vi, vii, viii, Table 6), they were detected in the 

minority of scripts (23,81%- 14,29%).  

            I will next focus on the excellent script that exhibited the lowest pragmatic 

ability (C1498) in order to illustrate the notion of ‘pragmatic error’ in the context of 

the particular KPG writing activity: 

(35) “A wise man of the East said that: “Untill my 15 years I played, 

untill my 25 I loved, until my 35 I fought, untill my 45 I earned and now I am 

begginning to learn”. 

Adolescence, is the period that is charaterized by joy and enthusiasm, 

sadness and despair, energy and frustration. It is the period every grown up person 

wants to live again, when he follows the time which goes back to the depth of the 

past, with his imagination. The most important friendships that last a lifetime. It is the 

period of experiences, which will from the “ego” of the adolescent. It is the period of 

innosence and love, where the teenager is liberated from the anguish of survival, 

trying to reconcile himself with his fellow - beings and the entrire world. His creative 

power is big, he is ready to assimilate creatively every effect from his environment 

and use it in order to achieve his aims. 

In a splintered – off, irrational and empty world where the modern 

materialistic perception has destroyed the balance between the two poles, material 

and moral, in a period of deep contradictions and conflicts, every attempt to restore 

the harmony into this world, is based exclusively to the young people, who compose 

our future. 

They are full of visions and ideals, insticts and passion, elements which 

not only preserve life but also contribute to its renewal. 

This is adolescence. The most importand period in a person’s life of coure it’s fun 

being adolescent!, allthough sometimes the teenager feels crushed and tensioned. 

That is something absolute normal. It is something we all have been through, in order 

to acquire the ability of a correct and objective estimation of things. It is a necessity 

which will help us to find out our limits.” (C 1498) 
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The article (35) is written from the point of view of an adult given that the candidate 

refers to teenagers by means of the third person “[…] allthough sometimes the 

teenager feels crushed and tensioned.”. Moreover, the writer stresses that s/he has 

experienced adolescence (i.e. “That is something absolute normal. It is something we 

all have been through, in order to acquire the ability of a correct and objective 

estimation of things.”) The style of the text is rather formal and sophisticated provided 

that sophisticated lexical expressions such as ‘despair’, ‘frustration’, ‘assimilate 

creatively’, ‘liberated from the anguish of survival’, ‘the modern materialistic world’, 

‘trying to reconcile’ are used throughout the script. Furthermore, complex long 

sentences, for example “In a splintered – off, irrational and empty world […] is based 

exclusively to the young people, who compose our future”, increase sophistication 

and point to other genres such as literary or political ones. As can be seen in (35), 

lexically dense structures with heavy pre- and post- modification can impede readers’ 

understanding. What is more, the level of formality is further increased by the 

candidate’s use of unabbreviated syntax (i.e. “It is the period of experiences” [instead 

of “It’s”]) (Eggins and Martin 1997). This effect is enhanced by placing nouns, noun 

phrases and impersonal structures in thematic position of the majority of sentences 

(i.e. “Adolescence”, “It is the period of innosence and love”, “The most important 

friendships”). 

              It could be concluded that this candidate either did not take the context into 

account, or was not pragmatically competent enough to convert the style of the given 

text and create a different style that corresponded with the genre of the school 

newspaper opinion article. Presumably, one of the two script raters completely 

ignored the first evaluation criterion34 and marked the script as fully satisfactory 

(15/15)35. On the contrary, it seems that the other script rater penalized candidates’ 

pragmatic deficiency by subtracting almost all the points for pragmatic performance 

(11/15). 

                                                             
34 The first evaluation criterion is concerned with pragmatic competence as it is defined in section 2 
(see appendix 1). 

35 Script raters’ grades are offered on each script included in appendix 5 
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           As regards the overall sample of scripts, it could be argued that acceptable 

forms prevailed in several scripts while in others instantiations of pragmatic errors in 

combination with acceptable choices were detected. As can be concluded from the 

data, when candidates wrote from the point of view of an adult, they committed more 

pragmalinguistic errors as their intention was to create a quite sophisticated, formal 

and less interactive style similarly to the given broadsheet newspaper article. 

Therefore, writing from the perspective of an adult appears to be a crucial error for 

candidates’ pragmatic performance.  

 

5.3. Overall Language Performance in Correlation with Pragmatic Performance  

 

               A growing interest has been observed in relation to the connection between 

the development of pragmatic competence and the development of linguistic 

competence. Studies on pragmatic development or pragmatic assessment have 

attempted to shed light on whether these kinds of competence evolve at the same rate 

(Chou et al. 2006, Kasper and Rose 2001, Bardovi-Harlig 1999). In the present study, 

it was not possible to have access to KPG script raters’ analytical scoring grids so as 

to isolate the assessment of each criterion and consequently access the candidates’ 

linguistic performance score. Nevertheless, data on the raters’ marks for candidates’ 

written language production and on the scores from the application of the pragmatic 

rating scale performance could lead us to interesting conclusions developed here 

about the correlation between pragmatic performance and overall language 

performance36. 

                 The observed variation between script raters’ marks might be partly 

ascribed to an underestimation of the first KPG evaluation criterion (see appendix 1). 

It should be noted that each one of the sample scripts was marked by two KPG script 

                                                             
36 In order to compare the variables, I changed IPP scores from full marks 600/600 to 15/15, similarly 
to KPG writing activity full marks, that is, 15 points. Therefore, for this part of the study all scores in 
IPP are divided by 40. For example, a candidate who received 475/600 in IPP is marked with 
approximately 11,8/15 in IPP.  
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raters. The average mark constituted the candidates’ overall score for their writing 

production in the activity. As can be seen in appendix 5, script raters’ judgement often 

coincided (i.e. scripts t948, F2303). However, in some cases, the difference between 

raters’ scoring varied from 1/15 (7%) (i.e. scripts B1444, k 883) to 4/15 (27%) (i.e. 

scripts l888, v863, C1498).  

               After examining the data, it could be assumed that misunderstanding or 

ignorance of the first evaluation criterion, which is concerned with pragmatic 

performance (see appendix 1 and section 2), might have resulted in the significant 

inter-rater scoring variation (27%). As mentioned earlier (section 5.2.2), a 

linguistically excellent script (C 1498) was marked as fully satisfactory by one rater 

despite the basic pragmatic misinterpretations it involved. Evidently, one script rater 

evaluated the script by taking into account only criteria 2 and 3 (see appendix 

1).Therefore, the specifically-designed rating scale for pragmatic performance could 

have moderated the observed inter-rater variation in scoring as it would have required 

script raters’ consideration of specified pragmatic features. As a consequence, the 

reliability of script raters’ scores could be reinforced. 

             With reference to the correlation between candidates’ pragmatic performance 

and overall language performance, a statistically significant (p<0.05) correlation 

between Pragmatic Performance Score (PPS) and Language Performance Score (LPS) 

was demonstrated, regardless of whether a script was medium or excellent. The 

Pearson r showed the magnitude, in other words, the strength, and the direction of 

PPS and LPS correlation. A strong positive correlation (r=0.478) was discovered. The 

increase of PPS is closely associated with the increase of LPS. Therefore, a candidate 

with high language performance tends to present high pragmatic performance.  

              If the correlation between PPS and LPS is estimated after taking into account 

whether a script is medium or excellent, the following conclusions are drawn. In 

medium scripts, PPS and LPS correlation is statistically significant and very strong 

(r= 0.834). In excellent scripts, the correlation is statistically significant and strong 

(r=0.385). Consequently, Pragmatic Performance Score is almost equivalent to 

Language Performance Score in medium scripts, while the correlation in excellent 
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scripts is strong but smaller. The following scatterplot (Figure 6) illustrates the 

correlation of Pragmatic Performance Score with Language Performance Score. 

Figure 6: Scattergram of Pragmatic Performance Score and Language Performance 

Score Correlation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 

              In the light of the above, it could be argued that task-specific rating scales 

could constitute valuable instruments for the measurement of C1 KPG candidates’ 

pragmatic performance in KPG written tasks.  What is assessed by means of task-

specific rating scales is candidates’ underlying ability to produce texts which 

instantiate the required text-type (genre) by selecting contextually appropriate forms 

and structures for the creation of the intended register and style (section 2), while 

serving a specific purpose (e.g. to inform) and adopting a specified perspective (e.g. 

of a teenager). The method followed for the specification of the scale variables seems 

effective and feasible to be adapted for the purposes of the KPG exams battery. 

Hence, a repertoire of task-specific rating scales could be gradually developed given 

that variables included in one scale can be reshuffled to facilitate the design of 

pragmatic assessment rating scales for other tasks which share features in terms of 

style. 

               As regards the procedure of developing a rating-scale for the assessment of 

pragmatic performance followed in the present thesis, distinctive traits of text styles 

need to be specified first by comparative assessment of authentic texts of both 

required and given genres according to register and genre theory (R&GT) (Eggins and 

Martin 1997) (section 4.4.1). In this case, expert judges’ validation is required 

(section 4.4.2). A classification of results according to each feature’s valid percent 

reveals which features are perceived by the experts’ community as the expected ones 

and which ones should be considered less expected forms for the particular register 

under examination (Clark 1992). On the basis of the judges’ validation data, an Index 

of Pragmatic Performance (IPP) is developed and a task-specific rating scale for the 

measurement of candidates’ pragmatic performance is devised (section 4.4.3).   

            Apart from the construction of a pragmatic assessment tool, which was the 

main focus of the present study, its application yielded interesting results. In 

particular, worth mentioning is the finding that differences between script raters’ 

marks might be attributed to wrong evaluation of candidates’ pragmatic performance 
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(section 5.3). The use of pragmatic competence task-specific rating-scales would 

guide script raters in how to use the first KPG evaluation criterion (see appendix 1 p. 

87 and section 3.2).  

             Provided that 5/15 marks of the KPG writing activity are allotted to the first 

evaluation criterion, these marks should be distributed among the above mentioned 

parameters of pragmatic ability. A suggestion would be to assess candidates’ 

pragmatic performance, as demonstrated in the task-specific rating scale, in terms of 

four categories, namely, excellent, good, borderline and poor (see Table 3 in section 

4.4.3). First criterion full marks should be given to pragmatically excellent scripts, 

while pragmatically poor scripts are expected to get no or the minimum of marks.  

             What is more, noteworthy is the finding that many candidates’ pragmatic 

performance was excellent (43%) (section 5.2.1). All features considered by the 

expert judges as conventional ones for the genre of school newspaper opinion article 

were discovered in the sample scripts. Hence pragmatic ability of C1 EFL learners 

appears to be quite developed. Interestingly, one excellent script (R 1378) contained 

all pragmatic genre-specific features and was awarded full marks in IPP (600/600). In 

contrast, another excellent script (C 1498) scored very low in IPP (-170/600) since it 

contained unconventional genre-specific features. The estimation of standard 

deviation yielded that most medium scripts scored almost the average IPP score in 

medium scripts (mean=203) while most excellent scripts scored high (section 5.1.1).  

              As regards pragmatic errors, features which were considered least expected 

to be traced in a school newspaper article by the expert judges, for example writing 

from the point of view of an adult or using no contractions, were allocated negative 

points in IPP (section 4.4.3). Through the processes of comparison between the 

provided text type and the required one and of judges’ validation, the specification of 

unconventional genre-specific features was made possible. It is worth mentioning that 

all the potential pragmatic deficiencies were detected in both excellent and medium 

KPG scripts (section 5.2.2). An important finding was that writing from the adult 

perspective, led candidates to unexpected linguistic choices which resulted in an 

awkward style of writing a school newspaper article.   
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               With regard to the correlation of Pragmatic Performance Scores (PPS) with 

overall Language Performance Scores (LPS), it was discovered that there is a 

statistically significant correlation between the variables (p<0.05) (see section 5.3).  

Regardless of whether a script is medium or excellent, a strong positive correlation 

was detected (Pearson r= 0,478). Therefore, the more Pragmatic Performance 

increases the more overall Language Performance increases. The Pearson r showed a 

stronger correlation between PPS and LPS in medium scripts (r=0,834) than in 

excellent scripts (r=0,385). That is to say that Pragmatic Performance in medium 

scripts is almost equivalent to Language Performance whereas in excellent scripts 

there is a smaller correlation between PPS and LPS but the association is strong as 

well.  

             In practical terms, examples of candidates’ pragmatically successful choices 

and pragmatically erroneous ones yielded from the assessment of scripts when 

applying the task-specific rating scale could be used in teacher training and learners’ 

instruction (see sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2). For instance, these examples could be presented 

and discussed in script rater seminars in order to illustrate what exactly is perceived as 

appropriate and what is not, to be included, or not, in a text. Moreover, these 

examples could be included in a handbook to be used by script raters and teachers 

who prepare candidates for KPG exams. This handbook may constitute a guide for the 

assessment of scripts in terms of genre, purpose, register and style (i.e. first KPG 

evaluation criterion, see appendix 1). Further comparative points of text-types 

gathered during the first stage of the suggested methodology (see section 4.4.1) and 

authentic EFL learners’ both appropriate and inappropriate linguistic selections could 

constitute material to be used for the design of C1 KPG preparation material. In this 

way KPG examinations positive backwash effect37 would be enhanced as a genre-

based approach would be adopted by instructors who ‘teach’ to KPG exams and, 

eventually, EFL learners’ pragmatic ability would be fostered (Johnson 2001, Hughes 

1989).  

               Nevertheless, a number of limitations can be perceived as constraining the 

findings of the present work. Inevitably, the assessment of learners’ pragmatic 
                                                             
37 Backwash or washback effect is “the effect that testing has on teaching” (Johnson 2001:291-292) 
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competence by one rater imposes the limitation of subjective evaluation in the process 

of script evaluation. However, the fact that in the actual KPG examinations context, 

two script raters assess the candidates’ performance compensates for the subjectivity 

of one rater’s judgement and increases reliability of scoring. As evidenced in total 

performance marks, differences in pragmatic competence assessment of open-ended 

exam items like KPG writing activities are expected (see appendix 5). 

              In terms of methodology, the judges’ validation form could be modified to 

include ranking of the features according to significance. In other words, judges could 

be asked to prioritize their expectations in terms of each genre. In this way, it can be 

assumed that reverse items, such as ‘point of view of a teenager’ and ‘point of view of 

an adult’38 would not be selected by judges because the latter would devote more time 

to the questionnaire in order to rank the items. Taking into consideration judges’ 

limited available time, I would suggest merging some categories which share common 

features like “Themes are mainly personal pronouns and people” (item 15) “Frequent 

use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, you, we, they) and possessive adjectives (e.g. my, 

your)” (item 26) (see judges’ validation form, appendix 3). As a result, fewer items 

would facilitate judges’ ranking. 

               As regards future research, it would be interesting to create more task-

specific rating-scales and explore their effectiveness by using them in actual script 

evaluation by two script raters.  Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate the 

correlation between candidates’ pragmatic performance in C1 KPG M2 Activity 1 and 

C1 KPG M2 Activity 2 (i.e. the mediation task). 

                                                             
38 (i.e. item 14 and item 25 of the judges’ validation form) (see appendix 3) 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA 

1. CONTENT/ TOPIC, TEXT TYPE (GENRE), COMMUNICATIVE PURPOSE, 
REGISTER AND STYLE 

Candidates are expected to understand rubrics and the prompt text in order to develop the 
topic required in Activity 1 and 2, and produce texts: 

Ø of a particular text type (genre), such as a book summary or a film review, a semi-
official report, a newspaper article, an advertisement, a contract, a formal or informal 
letter, etc. 

Ø for a particular communicastive purpose, such as to argue for or against a proposal, 
promote a product, express and justify an opinion, etc. 

Ø the style and register of which are natural and appropriate for the context of situation. 

For Activity 2, candidates are also expected to use (but not necessarily all) the information 
given in a Greek text which serves as a prompt for production in English. 

2. TEXT GRAMMAR 

Candidates are expected to produce texts, which: 

Ø are well-structured and organized in a way which is suitable for the genre and topic 

Ø are coherent (i.e. sentences / utterances and parts of the text must follow a logical 
sequence) 

Ø make use of appropriate cohesive devices within and across sentences/ utterances 

Ø make use of punctuation (e.g. commas, apostrophes, quotation marks, etc.) to 
facilitate meaning making and contributing to the coherence of the text. 

3. SENTENCE GRAMMAR AND LEXICAL FEATURES 

Candidates are expected to produce texts, in which: 

Ø the words selected express intended meaning, conform to the basic morphological 
rules of the English language and their spelling does not prevent intelligibility 

Ø there is use of colloquialisms (e.g., it ain’t gonna happen, the cat is out of the bag), 
idiomatic expressions (e.g., turn one’s back on someone, waste one’s breath on 
someone), sayings (e.g. kill two birds with one stone, a blessing in disguise), and 
discourse connectors (e.g., as a matter of fact, that is to say) 

Ø utterances / sentences respond to the basic rules of the grammar and syntax of 
standard varieties of English. (Are articles, verbs and tenses, prepositions, pronouns 
used correctly? Is S+V connected?.) 

Utterances should respond to the rules of language use rather than to rules of formal 
grammar. 

 

Source: Script Rater Guide May 2007, pp. 32-33 
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ACTIVITY 1 
Imagine you are a 17-year-old student and that you work for your school paper. Write an article 
under the title being  (200 words). Using some of the information 
in the text below, state and support the view that adolescence is both a very difficult but also a 
really wonderful time for most people. Note: Your text, unlike the one below, should reflect the 
views of a teenager rather than those of an adult. 

 
So, how tough is it to be an adolescent?  

The rosy re-
membrance of happy 
high-school years  
of school dances and 
sporting events, of 
hours on the phone 
talking with your 
friends about 

anything under the sun, of dreaming about the 
 But this is 

painted for us in teen movies and 

happiness. As we all know, life for 
adolescents is a painful tug of war filled with 
mixed messages and conflicting demands 
from parents, teachers, friends and oneself. 
Growing up negotiating a path between 
independence and reliance on others  is 
difficult stuff. It creates stress, and it can 
create serious depression for young people ill-
equipped to cope, communicate and solve 
problems. For them it is absurd to hear adults 
saying to them "these are the best years of 
your life!" 

Stress is characterized by feelings of ten-
sion, frustration, worry, sadness and with-
drawal that commonly last from a few hours 
to a few days. Depression is both more severe 
and longer lasting. It is characterized by more 
extreme feelings of hopelessness, sadness, 
isolation, worry, withdrawal and worthless-
ness that last for two weeks or more. Research 
findings revealing that 9 percent of high 
school students in the U.S.A. are severely 

depressed are important since depression can lead 
to desperate actions.  

Young people become stressed for many 
reasons such as: breaking up with a boyfriend 
or a girlfriend; increased arguments with 
parents; trouble with brother or sister; 
increased arguments between parents; change 
in parents' financial status; serious illness or 
injury of family member; trouble with 
classmates; trouble with parents. All these 
events are centred in the two most important 
domains of a teenager's life: home and school. 
They relate to issues of conflict and loss. Loss 
can reflect the real or perceived loss of 
something concrete such as a friend or money, 
and it can mean the loss of such intrinsic 
things as self-worth, respect, friendship or 
love.  

Most teenagers respond to stressful 
events in their lives by doing something 
relaxing, trying positive and self-reliant 
problem -solving, or seeking friendship and 
support from others. 
Common examples in-
clude listening to music, 
trying to make their own 
decisions, daydreaming, 
trying to figure out 
solutions, keeping up 
friend-ships, watching 
T.V. and being close to people they care 
about. These behaviours are appropriate for 
adolescents who are trying to become in-
dependent, take responsibility for themselves, 
and draw on friends and family for support. 
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ACTIVITY 1
Imagine you are a British student reporting for your college newspaper. Following the American elections, 
write a short article (200 words) using the notes from different sources below to argue that today’s social 
conditions in the USA have improved for African-Americans. 

Late eighteen hundreds

Whites, especially in the South used blacks as slaves and were 
successful in keeping the Negro down for many years. 
The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
of America made the Negroes free and the Fourteenth Amendment 
gave them all the rights of citizenship.  

Early twentieth century

National Association for the Advancement of Colored  People , an 
interracial Association, founded  so as to fight against racial 
discrimination  and work for equality. Other organizations 
followed �some more militant than others.  

Mid twentieth century

Marches, sit-ins, and other kinds of demonstrations for the civil 
rights of blacks. Whites joined in these activities. Gifted black 
leaders like Martin Luther King became symbols. 

1960s: First and second Civil Rights Act  
- No funding for school districts that failed to integrate its school 

system 
- Ensured the voting rights of blacks 
- Illegal to practice racial prejudice in selling or renting houses. 

1970�s: Blacks:  

- Progress in employment as well as in education 

- Many in skilled trades / some in white-collar jobs 

- Colleges making special efforts to attract black students, prepare 
them for academic and professional careers.  

- Some elected to government positions (Black mayors in a few cities 
/ several black judges - one even elected to the Supreme Court) 

Today:

- The largest minority in the USA except the Hispanic population  

- Many whites are still quite prejudiced against blacks 

- It�s politically incorrect to call blacks �colored people� today. 
They are referred to as African-Americans.  

-  No segregated schools today 

- Some African-Americans are in top universities  

- Many have substantial education and good jobs, and some  
have entered politics (e.g., Condoleezza Rice and Collin Powell) 
and have even run for president (e.g., Jessie Jackson and 
Barack Obama). 

- Racial problems have not been fully resolved in the USA 
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ACTIVITY 1
Study the information on this webpage and join the discussion about how each of us contributes 

. Send an email message (180-200 words) to be posted on the website.
Inform other website visitors about:

the kinds of noise pollution you experience in your area and how it affects you 
how you, your family or your friends contribute to the problem of noise pollution (see the 
text below) 

NOTE: Do NOT use your real name. Sign as: 

it may disturb our work, concentration and relaxation 
it may cause stress and affect our health 

hearing loss 
heart disease (noise causes stress and the body reacts with increased 
adrenaline, changes in heart rate and a rise in blood pressure) 
sleep disruption (noise which affects the quantity and quality of sleep 
something which may result in lack of efficiency at work and ill health) 
disturbed mental and social well-being (when noise becomes sufficiently loud 
or unpredictable, our first annoyance can lead to more extreme behaviour) 

TYPES OF NOISE POLLUTION       

Residential noise (this noise could come from neighbours and the most 
common problems come from stereos and television) 
Road traffic noise (people living or working near busy roads can find road 
traffic noise disturbing and annoying) 
Industrial noise (from industries, factories, plants, shipyards, etc.). 
Entertainment noise (loud music from hotels, clubs, discos and concerts) 
Alarm noise (alarm systems are used to deter burglars but their loudness and pitch 
can cause problems if not turned off straight away or if they are faulty)
Motor vehicle noise (car horns misused by drivers, exhaust noise levels and 
car alarms) 
Aircraft noise 
Construction sites (buildings under construction) 

Noise pollution

Noise pollution 
sources

Community action 
against pollution

Ways of coping with 
noise pollution

Personal 
experiences

Places in the world 
with extreme noise 
pollution

Share your 
experiences with us.
To write an email 
click here: 
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ACTIVITY 2 
Imagine that y ve been asked to introduce Evgenios Trivizas on a U.K. radio show. Write a 
short text (about 180 words) which you plan to read out to your listeners before they hear the 
author himself reading one of his own works. Use information from the book-cover bionote below. 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 

 
     

Reading 

 

 
 

  

CD-ROM
   

 

Photo E.KE.BI  

 
  

 

Parents Choice Amazing 
Accomplishment Award Hudson, Massachusetts Children's Choice Award 

Arizona Library Association Young Readers Award. 
A
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European Arts 
Festival  , 
Rudrinski, 

 

 best sellers (Picture Books  
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Appendix 2: Authentic School Newspaper 
Opinion Articles 
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In order to list the School Newspaper Article features, I have analysed the following 
articles: 

1. “Leaving High School: Not the End of the World!”, by Tamara Buckley (source: The 
Hound, Opinions,  Issue 3, 2007, page 3) 

2. “White Dresses vs Gowns”, by Samantha McDevin (source: The Hound, Opinions,  
Issue 3, 2007, page 3) 

3. “Originality in Clothing”, by Melissa Hayward (source: The Hound, Opinions,  Issue 
2, 2007, page 3) 

4. “Student Hygiene”, by Melissa Hayward (source: The Hound, Opinions,  Issue 2, 
2007, page 3) 

5. “Banning Dogs? I don’t think so!” by Amy Hunter (source: The Hound, Chew on 
This, October 2004, page 5) 

6. “Cuffing Class The Deadly Disease” by Jory Moore (source: The Hound, Opinions, 
Issue 4, 2006, page 4) 

7. “Getting No Credit is Ridiculous!”, by Jane Alison McKinney (source: The Hound, 
Opinions, Issue 4, 2006, page 4)  

8. “Grad Ring Tradition”, by Charlotte Bursey (source: The Hound, Opinions, Issue 4, 
2006, page 3) 

9. “Grade Nines: Getting Worse?”, by Samantha Cornier (source: The Hound, Opinions, 
Issue 4, 2006, page 3) 

10. “Too Young for a Promise Ring?”, by Brittany Saab (source: The Hound, Opinions, 
Issue 5, 2006, page 4) 

11.  “Teen Romance”, by Soleil Leger (source: The Hound, Opinions, Issue 4, 2006, page 
2) 

12. “How Young is too Young?”, by: Amy Hunter (source: The Hound, Chew On This, 
November 2004, page 2) 

13. “Shopping for Joy”, by Carolyn Radcliffe (source: The Hound, Opinions, April 2005, 
page 2) 

14.  “Mixed Feelings on New Cell Phone Rules”, by Hallie Jewel (source: The Hound, 
Opinions, April 2007, page 4) 

15. “Stereotyping of Teenagers Sucks”, by Emily Abrams (source: The Hound, Opinions, 
April 2007, page 4) 

16. “Why do So Many Students Fail Math?”, by Mitchell Pert (source: The Hound, 
Opinions, April 2007, page 4) 

17. “Take It Off”, by Bruce Dryer (source: The Vitalis, Opinions, June 2004, page 3) 

18. “Pre-marital Sex”, by Ashley Henderson (source: The Vitalis, Opinions, June 2004, 
page 2) 

19. “Letter from the Editor-Isabelle”, by Isabelle Worley (source: Switch, the 
newsmagazine for kauai’s teens) 
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Letters From the Editor-
Isabelle 
 
By Isabelle Worley 
 
It’s Halloween night, you hear a knock on your door. You 
open your front door holding a bucket full of candy corn and 
Snickers, expecting to find a mini-Cinderella or the purple 
Teletubby. Instead a teenager dressed up in something 
that resembles a fireman outfit mumbles trick or treat, takes 
a huge handful of candy and hurries off knocking over 
small children on the way.  

Maybe the lack of an age limit on trick or treating is unique 
to Kauai, but it seems that teenagers don’t stop trick or 
treating until either they find something better to do or they 
move off the island. Who says you have to stop trick or 
treating once you hit 12?  

I understand it may be a little awkward to open your door to 
find an oldie that obviously just threw their costume 
together 15 minutes before they hit the streets. But who can blame us?  

Halloween is an important part of everyone’s childhood and giving up Halloween means 
giving up that one night where you get to feel like a kid again. It means giving up planning 
your Halloween costume months in advance, and most importantly giving up your huge 
pillowcase full of free candy. Being on the other side of the door seems so boring. Who wants 
to give away candy instead of receive it? Not me.  

So on Halloween night ignore the disapproving looks parents give you as you compete with 
their five year old child for candy. You don’t have to bring your little brother or sister as an 
excuse to trick or treat.  

Be proud to sport your questionable costume and brag about your pillowcase full of candy.  

Don’t be embarrassed to knock on that door draped in fake spider webs and proudly sing, 
“trick or treat, trick or treat, give me something good to eat!” 

 

Source: < my.highschooljournalism.org/hi/lihue/island > 
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Judges’ validation form 

Dear Professors, 

For the purposes of my MA dissertation, I would greatly appreciate your judging which of the 
following types of texts is expected to include the features below as follows: 

a. If the feature is frequently found in newspaper articles expressing opinion, please 
cross (X) column N. 

b.  If the feature is expected to be found in a high school newspaper opinion article, 
please cross (X) column SN.  

c. If the feature can be easily found in both types of texts, please cross (X) both 
columns. 

Feature N SN 

1. No references to the writer (i.e. the writer’s view is 
implicitly stated) 

  

2. Frequent use of you to achieve interaction with the reader    

3. Frequent use of individualized direct speech with reference 
to individuals using their name and their status 

  

4. Supporting one’s opinion through reference to facts   

5. Use of sophisticated vocabulary   

6. Expressions are mainly used with their literary meaning   

7. Lexically dense noun phrase structures with pre- 
modification and post-modification 

  

8. Low level of nominalization    

9. Common use of long sentences   

10. Use of imperative   

11. Infrequent use of contractions (e.g. you’re, it’s)   

12. Exclamation marks are frequently used   

13. Use of percentages (e.g. 9 percent)   

14. Point of View of an Adult (i.e. inclusive “we”= adults)   

15. Themes are mainly personal pronouns and people in the 
position of theme  
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16. Frequent use of direct questions and rhetorical questions   

17. Use of figurative language: A poetic effect is created 
through metaphors 

  

18. Supporting one’s opinion through examples from everyday 
life and holistic expressions (e.g. all, everyone) 

  

19. Reference to groups, not particular individuals   

20. The author’s opinion is explicitly stated through the use of 
formulaic expressions (e.g. ‘To me’, ‘I think’) 

  

21. Minimal pre-/post- modification   

22. Colloquial style through excessive use of idioms/ slang   

23. Frequent use of impersonal 3rd singular    

24. Everyday vocabulary is used   

25. Point of View of a Teenager (i.e. frequent use of inclusive 
“we”/ “our”= the group of teenagers). 

  

26. Frequent use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, you, we, they) 
and possessive adjectives (e.g. my, your) 

  

27. Themes are usually abstract nouns and gerunds.   

28. Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’)   

29. Extensive use of contractions   

30. Mainly short sentences   

31. Nominalised vocabulary   

 

Thank you very much for your time 
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Appendix 4: Task-Specific Rating Scale 
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Pragmatic Competence Rating Scale [ for Activity 1 Module 2 C1 Level May 2007] 

Scoring Features  

Positive Scoring 

+40 

Use of Imperative  

Exclamation Marks  

Personal Pronouns and Proper Names in the 
position of theme 

 

Everyday Vocabulary  

Point of View of a teenager (we= teenagers)  

Frequent Use of Personal Pronouns and 
Possessive Adjectives 

 

+35 

Use of ‘you’ to achieve interaction with the 
reader 

 

The author’s opinion is explicitly stated by 
means of formulaic expressions such as ‘I 
think’, ‘To me’ etc. 

 

Colloquial style through use of idioms/ slang  

Use of Contractions  

+30  

Low level of Nominalization  

Use of direct questions and rhetorical 
questions 

 

Supporting one’s opinion through examples 
from everyday life and holistic referring 
expressions (e.g. all, everyone) 

 

Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’)  

Short sentences  

+20  

Use of individualized direct speech with 
reference to individuals using their name and 
their status 

 

Expressions are mainly used with their 
literary meaning 

 

Minimal pre-/post- modification  

+10  

Reference to groups of people  

 

 

+0  

Supporting one’s opinion through reference 
to facts / Use of percentages /Figurative 
Language creating a poetic effect/ Frequent 
use of impersonal 3rd singular 

 

Negative Scoring 

-20  

No references to the writer (stating one’s 
view implicitly) 

 

Use of sophisticated vocabulary  

Lexically dense noun phrase structures with 
pre- modification and post-modification 

 

Common use of long sentences  

Nominalized Vocabulary  

-40  

No use of contractions (e.g. you’re)  

Point of View of an Adult (i.e. “we”= adults)  

Themes are usually abstract nouns and 
gerunds 

 

Candidate’s Total Score :  
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Appendix 5: C1 KPG Excellent and Medium 
Scripts 
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ΚΡΑΤΙΚΟ ΠΙΣΤΟΠΟΙΗΤΙΚΟ ΓΛΩΣΣΟΜΑΘΕΙΑΣ 
ΕΞΕΤΑΣΕΙΣ ΣΤΗΝ ΑΓΓΛΙΚΗ ΓΛΩΣΣΑ 
 
ΠΕΡΙΟΔΟΣ: Μάιος 2007 
ΕΠΙΠΕΔΟ: Γ1 

 

Κωδικός 
Υποψηφίου 

Κωδικός 
Τετραδίου 

Κωδικός 
Βαθμολογητή Α 
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Βαθμολογητή 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

We’re living a very special phase of our lives and this phase is called 

adolescence. It’s the bridge between our childhood and our lives as adults. What is 

all about that makes this phase so special? It’s exactly it’s transitional nature. During 

this period we change. We’re no longer children, but still we aren’t grown ups. 

Changes are evident in our bodies, our spirits, our characters and we have to cope 

with them. 

As almost everything in life, it has its good and its bad aspects. The bad 

ones? Probably, you all know them very well. We have to face the demands of 

almost everyone. We have to behave proper, we have to work hard in our schools in 

order to succeed in our future lives, we are not free to do whatever we want. These 

demands place a great burden in our shoulders and sometimes we feel we can’t bear 

it! As a consequence comes frustration, anxiety, stress that many lead to hostile 

feelings for the environment that depresses us. We also have to phace changes in 

our personal envirnoment like breaking up with a girlfriend, disagreements with our 

parents, possible deaths etc. All these are causes of depression. 

But here come the good aspects that help us survive through this phase. 

We feel for the first time in our lives creative, we make new friends, we literally 

discover the world, we probably meet the love of our lives for the first time we feel 

responsible for our lives. 

What is the conclution? Adolescence is a phase of life we need to live in 

order to grow up. It has good aspects and difficulties. But all of them strenghten us. 

After all, everyone has passed this phase. 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

A wise man of the East said that: “Untill my 15 years I played, untill my 25 

I loved, until my 35 I fought, untill my 45 I earned and now I am begginning to learn”. 

Adolescence, is the period that is charaterized by joy and enthusiasm, 

sadness and despair, energy and frustration. It is the period every grown up person 

wants to live again, when he follows the time which goes back to the depth of the 

past, with his imagination. The most important friendships that last a lifetime. It is the 

period of experiences, which will from the “ego” of the adolescent. It is the period of 

innosence and love, where the teenager is liberated from the anguish of survival, 

trying to reconcile himself with his fellow - beings and the entrire world. His creative 

power is big, he is ready to assimilate creatively every effect from his environment 

and use it in order to achieve his aims. 

In a splintered – off, irrational and empty world where the modern 

materialistic perception has destroyed the balance between the two poles, material 

and moral, in a period of deep contradictions and conflicts, every attempt to restore 

the harmony into this world, is based exclusively to the young people, who compose 

our future. 

They are full of visions and ideals, insticts and passion, elements which 

not only preserve life but also contribute to its renewal. 

This is adolescence. The most importand period in a person’s life of coure 

it’s fun being adolescent!, allthough sometimes the teenager feels crushed and 

tensioned. That is something absolute normal. It is something we all have been 

through, in order to acquire the ability of a correct and objective estimation of things. 

It is a necessity which will help us to find out our limits. 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s no fun being an adolescent!” 

 

Don't you get furious when you are told that adolescence is the most 

beautiful period of life? I’m sure you get! 

Of course, we have to admit that being an adolescent means a great deal 

of pleasant things that you can enjoy, such as having a lot of friends and going with 

them to parties and concerts. What is more, you don’t have to worry about money 

and other problems that adults have to face. 

However, what is your opinion when it comes to school, foreign languages 

and pressure put by our parents in order us to study harder and to behave in the way 

they want? It is certain that all these make you feel rather stressed and not so happy 

about being teenager. In addition, you have to deal with all those questions that arise 

in this age as regards life, relationships and your future in  general. Last but not least, 

an adolescent often does not have the right to make decisions about hiself. 

Everything is arranged by our parents. Is there anything tougher than this? 

So, although adolescence is a nice period of life, it would be better if 

adults were thinking more before they called it the most wonderful and careless time 

of life. 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

Many readers of the newspaper and co – students have expressed to me 

their troubling thoughts about being an adolescent, at various occasions. Most of 

them conclude that adolescence is both very difficult also a really wonderful time for 

most of us. 

This time period of our lives, we experience new feelings for first time. 

Being responsible and seeking out friendships in our own, is something very common 

and it is done in a concrete way. Building up friendships at this age can be very 

demanding but it also fills us with a lot of presure when it is succeeded. Moreover, 

independence is something we start experiencing these days. There are small things 

that we can and we are allowed to do on our own and this is very rewarding most of 

the times. 

On the other hand there are som many things changing at the same time. 

Our body looks very different than it used to, people, who are near us, seek from us 

new demands. At the same time, we do not have the so – called “previous 

experience” how to handle all these great changes in our lives. Many times we fill 

confused and lost. 

But we always have to remember that we are not the only ones who feel 

this way. There are so many other people who are in the same situation, people who 

can help us and can also enjoy with us being an adolescent. 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

There is a myth about adolescence and the high – school years. This 

myth is created and reproduced by the adults, simply because they’ve forgotten the 

difficulties they faced during their own school yearss. It is so easy to compare the 

problems you have faced in the past (and you survived after) with the problems of the 

present life. Adults usually consider that it is “luxury” to attend a high – school where 

you see your friends every – day, have a “few” obligations, flert with boys or girls. To 

tell you the truth, being a teenager is a completely different situation. School is much 

more demanding. The daily schedule is tough and leaves no time for fun or leisure 

activities. Parents complain all the time to achieve high degrees, to learn two foreign 

languages and to spend less time by meeting our friends or going out on Fridays’ and 

Saturdays’ nights. 

On the other hand, it is wonderful when we have free time from our 

routine to go to cinema, to listen to our favorite music, to be with our bossom friends 

and to walk together with our beloved boyfriend or girlfriend. Parents should 

understand our inner need to explore and to conquire life. Everything is new in front 

of our eyes and we really need to know it,  to feel it and to live it till the end. Parents 

should let us “seize the day”. 
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ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

All adults look back with nostalgia in the years of their adolescence and 

wish they could return to it again. They say they have been the best years of their 

lives. 

As a teenager student I agree, and with me most of you believe, that 

adolescence has two shades: it can be difficult but also pleasurable. Moreover, we 

surely enjoy its benefits: not worrying about making money, having time for fun, going 

out with friends. 

On the other hand, there are the harsh possibilities we have to keep up 

with, such as school, sports and all the activities we feel there are important to have 

a beneficial future. However, these concude in feelings of stress, depression, loss, 

fear of the aunknown and also that people expect more than we can give. 

Adolescence is a weird period. On one hand we seek our independence 

and the responsibilities of our actions with the help of our friends and family, while on 

the other hand we have to face ourselves, the world and the conflicting demands 

from all. 

Yes, adolescence can be both: happiness and misery and it’s in our 

hands to make the best of it. 
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“It’s fun being an adolescent!” 

 

There is an old saying which tell us that “Nothing is perfect”. So, I am of the 

opinion that everything in our life is difficult and so is adolescence. Adolescence is not, for 

sure, the perfect situation but it is not the worse thing ever. I believe that being an adolescent 

is extremely difficult but it has, parallely, a lot of fun! 

First and foremost, adolescence has many disadvantages. One of them is the 

pressure which derives form the high – level and, as a result, difficult education. We, 

adolescents, are getting anxious about our final exams which will be the defining factor for our 

future. As a result, we have little free time to spend with our friends or whatever else. We 

have all definitely said: that we spend our best years on these desks! 

Another problem for the adolescents is that we are extremely sensitive and fragile. 

We cannot stand the changes in our lifes, whatever they are. A change in parent’s financial 

status, a break – up with a boyfriend or girlfriend, or even a simple trouble with friends, 

parents or classmates, can harm us. Such changes can lead to depression which hides many 

dangers for our physical and mental health. 

But adolescence has not only disadvantages. Its advantages are countless 

instead. Although we have many duties, if we really want, we find the time to do everything 

we desire. We find the time to be with friends, to go to a party or to organise a prorts 

tournament. To make a long story short, we can find countless ways of having fun! 

Moreover, the disadvantage of the lack of free time, can also be a advantage! 

According to an old saying; if you do not lose something, you will not appreciated it. So, 

because of the fact that we do not have much leisure time, we really enjoy the little time left 

and we have more fun! 

On the whole, adolescence may be a period which is characterised by adverse 

conditions, but it is the best period of the human life. Personally, I wish I could stay forever a 

teenager! 
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Happy schooldays, fun, school dances, teenage love… For many adults 

adolescence seem to have become synonymous with all these. What about exams, 

grades, stress and trouble at home? How does it feel like being an adolescent? 

As adolescents, we are facing a lot of challenges in our everyday life. 

Finding a balance between independence and family like could be extremely hard, 

while reaching our potential at school could be a constant struggle. Our social life can 

also give us a hard time concerning fitting in our peers, in order to feel accepted by 

them and therefore successful and popular. The opposite sex is also a new challenge 

we have to face. 

And that’s exactly the time when stress and depression comes into our life. 

According to researches, 9 percent of high school students in the USA suffer from 

depression that could lead to desperate actions. 

Dealing with stress though, can show us the other side of the story. 

Compassionate friends, caring parents and devotated teachers can show us the way 

to a more optimistic approach to life. Self confidence, trust and – why not? – love and 

a new relationship can help us overcome many problems and prove that 

adolescence could also be a really wonderful time for most of us! 
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“It's (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

Adults will never admit it, but teenagers can feel it every day of their life… 

It’s no fun being an adolescent! 

Going to dances, doing mad things, running away from home at night… 

Well, that’s the good side of life. Teenagers have to face the difference between 

being a six year old child and an adult. They’re standing on a bridge and they don't 

know which way is proper to follow. 

Stress, sadness, anxiety, fear, anger, worry are the emotions which make 

them a complicated personality and sometimes doesn’t know what to decide in 

difficult situations or even feel! They usually become depressed about everything, 

like for not passing the exams, having a fight with a family member or missing a 

school party. As a result, they may lead to isolation and lonelyness in order to satisfy 

their alter ego. 

Beyond these difficulties of being a teenager, this part of our life still 

remains the most wonderful time and our parents remember it with happiness. 

The only responsibility of a teenager is going to school and much spare 

time to spend in entertainment and relaxing. Thinking positive, being independent 

and free, supporting their friends, having fun can characterize them. On the whole, 

just live (our) life and fighting the problems of this age!!! 
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IT’S (NO) FUN BEING AND ADOLESCENT 

Adolescense in an important stage of human’s life. All of us who are in this age have 

thought, at least once, how it would be if we were older. 

 

It’s true that being a teenager is very hard. You are not allowed to drink, not allowed 

to drive and, of course, not allowed to stay out late. Additionally, there is school and 

so many lessons that we have to follow, so studying absorbs lot of our free time. Not 

to mention the overprotecting parents who are always complaining about us not 

doing our homework. Sometimes all these reflect negativelly to a sensitive child who 

subconsiouslly becomes depressed or addicted to illegal substances. 

 

But let’s look the bright side of adolescense. For most of us is the age where we fall 

in love or get kissed for the first time. It’s the age of innosence and fun. We get the 

chance to meet friends that maybe have the money to pay the bills or not. The only 

obligation we have is studying, and as far as I’m concerned, studying has harmed no 

one so far. Lastly, it is the time that we can play, dance and do crazy things more 

than ever. 

 

So, in conclusion, for some maybe is fun being and adolescent and for some others 

not. What is important is to experience both negative and possitive things and learn 

from our mistakes. 
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“It’s (no) bun being an adolescent!” 

 

  Our parents tell us “These are the best years of your life!” but they 

continue “Don’t go out! You have to study!”. Our teachers encourage us to become 

actives citizens and not to lead a passionate life but they critisize us each time we 

bring some new ideas. 

  All these contradictory states make us question whether being an 

adolescent is really fun. At this age, there are too many things to deal with and you 

have to do your best in all of them with the view to meeting the demands of our 

competitive society. Going to school, learning foreign  languages – at least two – and 

taking private lessons are dominant on our agenda and restrain to a great extend 

your free time. In other words, too stressful conditions to have fun as a teenager. 

  On the other hand, adolescence is undoubtedly a remarkable age and 

certainly memorable. You will always remember the jokes and the funny stories with 

your classmates. Your first flirt, your first girlfriend or boyfriend will remain 

unforgettable. Our age is full of “first moments” and these moments are the ones 

which never fed away. 

  All in all, besides the stressful obligations of adolescence, we are at 

the best time of our life and what we have to do is just to live it! 
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Subject: “It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

I’m 17 years old. I like my life so far. I’m spending a lot of time with my friends and 

we’re really having a great time together. We’re hanging out at coffee shops and 

sometimes in the evenings, we are gathering at my home where we listen to my 

records. I imagine that in ten years from now I will look back at the days when we got 

together and I’m pretty sure that I would feel happy. Unfortunately life isn’t all about 

fun. I’m getting a lot of pressure from my parents lately because I don’t study enough 

or so they say. On top of that I have to decide what proffesion suits me best in the 

near future which is very frustrating! How can they let this happen? I can’t think 

clearly! I haven’t decided which college I should go to yet and they are asking me for 

my future? I don’t know. It is very compicated stuff. It is very difficult for a person who 

has my age to make up his mind on things like that. So, I guess being and 

adolescent isn’t so much fun. 
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It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

 

  How funny is it to be an adolescent after all? This question occured to me last 

nignt, after an argument I had with my parents about (what else?) my grades of the last 

simester. A “C” in chemistry and a “D” in Maths were enough to tury both of them on; and the 

most curious think was that my seven years old brother took also their part! 

  I really felt very disappointed. After the argument, I didn’t fell like reading, 

eating or talking to my girlfriend at all. I only wanted to watch TV and fall to sleep, in order to 

avoid thinking how worthless and withdrawn I was. 

  This morning I woke up with a different perspective: I looked over my past 

simester grades and remembered that they were all “A” s and one “B”. So I started thinking 

possible reasons why it went so bad this simester. The answer was obvious: the sudden 

death of grandma and the change of the job for my father (he got fired from the previous one 

but fortunately got a new one quickly). However neither my parents nor my brother took the 

time and effort to think about how these changes influenced me. So I decided to talk to them 

and expose my feelings. Now everythink is seatled down and we took together some 

decisions. Today I feel more calm, less stressed and closer to my family. 

  What I am trying to say, is that often older people forget the difficulties of their 

own adolescence and younger people cannot understand us, due to lack of experiences, so 

they judge us in a severe way. What should do from our part is to act with maturity and put 

them in front of their responsibilities. We should not feel hopeless, with drawn, isolated and 

alone. We must try to argue reasonably. Respect is gained and this process is often difficult. 

  So continue dreaming, fall in love, do sports, argue with friends and family 

but also try to cope with your own responsibilities at school at home, in a mature way. This is 

the most beautiful period of our life. Do not spoil it feeling stressed, or sad or isolated. 

Communicate your problems and everythink will be solved easier, in order to leave time for 

fun and hapiness. This is the way is to experience the fun of adolescence. It is fun to be a 

teenager if you act this way. 
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It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

 

  When it happens to mention our age in he presence of adults, many 

times we receive the ensounding response: “17? Wow! What a fantastic age!” 

  However, as all of you, aged between fourteen to nineteen, know, 

there is nothing “fantatic” about our age. Being an adolescent nowdays entails a lot of 

difficulties and stress. 

  It’s true that most of our problems in relevance with our family are 

encountered by adults as well, but the difference is that there is little we can do about 

them. We can’t do much neither for the financial problems of the family nor the 

arguments between our parents. 

  On top of that everyone expects from us to succeed in school and in 

life in general. We get anxious and wonder whether we’ll manage. Sometimes we get 

intimidated by the expectations that our teachers and parents hold for us and we 

withdraw and feel depressed. 

  Luckily, there is an andidote to all this. That is our friends and 

classmates. With their presence all our problems apparent to be common problems 

and consequently more easy to deal with them. With the possitive attitude which 

derives from our youth, and possibly some good music, we lift our spirits and we go 

on with our lives. 
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  Why everyone keeps saying that I’m on the best time of my life? 

 

  Being a teenager is not easy. What’s more, we will only find out that 

these are the best years of our lives when it will be too late. Trying to grow up can 

hide many traps and also demands crucial decisions. On the other hand, it can be 

fun! 

  It’s a fact that we have a great variety of issues to take care of. Our 

obligations seem to be innumerable and in comparison with the demands from our 

parents and teachers can really lead us to stress or even depression. Now is the time 

to build our character and, according to my experience, our feelings go mad. We tend 

to feel isolated just because of an argument with a classmate, or pressured due to 

many homeworks! 

  But, we should look on the bright side! Everyone has gone through the 

adolescence and remembers it as an experience of a lifetime. During adolescence, 

we choose the main characteristics of our personality. Furthermore, we are 

interested in social relationships and we develop most of the stronger friendships 

ever. We have the opportunity to leisure and dream of our future with no guilty, 

something which is not easy for the busy adults. What’s more we have a very 

romantic aspect of life: a small incident can be proven very thought – provoking. 

  Don’t worry! Everything has come to pass. It’s up to us to make this 

period our best. Gather hope and courage and keep your head up! 
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  “It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

  From times to times, we all have heard our parents tellling us: “I wish I 

was in your age” or “These are the best years of your life”. However, adolescents 

don’t think so! Sometimes our age is great and sometimes is a nightmare from which 

we want to wake up and be adults. Why is that? 

  An adolescent’s life has to do only with home and school. A large 

proportion of the student are feeling that they are trapped in this routine and that their 

life will begin only when they will graduate. As we all know, being a student means 

that a lot of people, such as our teachers, our parents or even our friends have 

demands from us. This fact creates so much stress that can lead to serious 

depression. Research findings revealed that 9 percent of high school students in the 

U.S.A. are severely depressed. Conflicting feelings as worry, sadness and frustration 

affect adolescents because of a variety of reasons. A break – up with our boyfriend 

or girlfriend, an argument with our parents or our siblings, troubles with family 

members or classmates, are increasing stress in our life and it is annoying the fact 

that adults don’t seemto understand why this is happening. 

Despite all the above, being young is not so awful. Fortunately, we know how to 

respond to our stress, by truying to think  positive. Having a good friendship can help 

us forget our problems or figure out solutions. 

Simple things, like watching TV, listening to music or even daydreaming are making 

our lifes more relaxed. 

   On the whole, noone’s life is perfect. What matters is to know how to 

deal with both sides of our life. By this way a young would be a responsible person in 

society, who may some day would say “I wish I was in your age”. 
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  It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

  It is fun being an adolescent, or maybe not. For us the question is: “To 

be an adolescent or not to be?” Of course, our live is not a tragedy, but it is not a 

romantic comedy, either. Our parents keep saying that “these are the best years” of 

our lives, but we have certain reasons to disagree with them. 

  Firstly, because we realise that soon we will have to tendfor ourselves 

and we are going to take decisions, vital for the rest of our lives. For example, we 

have to choose our future studies, profession and generally our life style. And it is 

really hard to set your course when you are 16 or 17 years old. Furthermore, the 

pressure we feel at school, constant fights with our parents and sometimes our 

inadequate education or training can result in depession and sadness or even in the 

feeling of worthlessness and isolation. Not to mention that breaking up with our 

mates is not considered to be a factor of stress by our parents and teachers. 

Sometimes we try so hard to satisfy our famiy and teachers that if we fail in The 

school exams, we feel that every attempt in the future will be vain. And for us this is a 

feeling really hard to deal with. 

  But, fortunately, there is also the bright side of our life as teenagers. 

We have our friends and schoolmates to relie on, since we share the same 

experiences. Also, falling in love can trigger our interests and imagination and, of 

course, make our heart beat. Our age allows us to be spontaneus, willing to try new 

thinks and enjoy our holiday time with friends. 

  To sum up, I belive that the only thing that counts is to relish every 

moment of air everyday life. Focus on the good side of it, but at the same time try to 

face our problems in a more optimistic and mature way. I can’t quarantee that this 

attitude will make our life easier but I think is usefull and worthy to try. Afterall we are 

not adults yet! 
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  It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

 

  We have all heard the same thing again and again. “These are the best years 

of your life!” Most parents are prone to repeating themselves because they want us to finally 

realise that we are going through the most magical era of our life. But is this really the case? 

  It is a fact that we all recognise a thing’s value when we lose it. This is mainly 

why parents keep repeating themselves. Having left behind those years, they clearly see their 

worth and living with us is surely reminiscent of their adolescence. 

  However there have been many changes in the way of living, since they were 

young and this tarnishes the rosy picture o adolescence they have in mind. External factors 

like the rise of criminality* and the advance of technology play an important role in a 

teenager’s life. This followed by stress at school, peer pressure, bulking hormonic changes 

and an inner battle tryijng to balance feelings doesn’t exactly appear to all teenagers, yet in 

partly reflects reality. 

  Nevertheless most manage to lead a normal life, by the end of which they 

face adulthood. That’ s when “ex – teenagers” realise the treasure they had for such a long 

time: a home always there for them, parents who care and love them as they are and won’t 

ever question them*2. Adolescents unconsiously live their own fairy tale through teenage life. 

There will always be a wicked witch but somewhere will aso be their very own fairy... 

  On the whole adolescence is undeniably a minefield for both parents and 

childre. It’s up to us to make our lief even more wonderful because we after all are the ones 

suppossed to bring “the world’s former glory back”. Teenagers carry hope, teenagers are the 

future.  

*the great power all media has gained 

*2or wait for “pay back”. 
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“It is (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 
  Certainly, we all remember of the recent 7 – day excursion with school in 

Rhodes, the party that C class organised or the day that some students left from school to go 

at the nearest pool for a bath. We can all recall, when our school team won at the basketball 

championship and we celebrated till 2 o’clock in the morning by organising a fiesta (like the 

big teams do). Perhaps, that is that our parents and teachers see, and they all say in one 

voice, these are the best years of your life. But is this actually the scene? Even though 

adolescence is a time period without serious daily life  problems, it is full of stress, anxiety and 

questions. 

  It is obvious that most young people like us, do not have to care about their 

job, family or children. For most of us, our parents have created an environment, for others 

better for other worst, that we don’t care about money or other issues of living. Most of us, we 

care about recreation, sports, shopping, fashion and other non serious problems. 

  However, this is the one side of the coin. Our only concern is not clothes or 

searching for the ideal boyfriend or girlfriend. At that period, many questions arise. We are 

searching for who we are and what we would like to be. We try to understand the environment 

through our eyes and the eyes of the elder. We feel frustration about the rapid changes taking 

place in our body and around us. Sometimes, we even feel withdrawal from friends, teachers 

or even worst from parents, which creates confusion. 

  In addition, we feel a lot of stress due to upcoming exams. It is horrible, to try 

to read when spring is outside your door. The scene becomes a nightmare when everyone 

says that is the period that you have to invest in your future, to secure a better life. Finally, I 

think, they can not conclude whether adolescence is the period to enjoy or to get anxious 

about our future. 

  Finally, I would conclude, that adolescence is an anxious period filled with 

stress and questions, but none of us would change it 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

  My dear fellow schoolmates each and everyone of you have heard, at 

least once, an adult sayiing that adolescence is a wonderful period. The period in 

which you have no anxieties, no strict obligations and any kind of worries. The only 

thing that must be important in our lives is school. Well, isn’t school the worst and the 

hardest obligation or not? 

  You all know how stressful and demanding the final exams can be. 

After all, here in Greece we have a “remarcable” educational system that obliges us 

to go to school the whole day long by attending supporting lessons in the afternoon, 

also. This has led to a way of life rather pressed without free time and other activities, 

which can certainly help us pschologically and physically. There are many examples 

of children’s depression or even worst isolation, because of the above. 

  But on the other side, teh bright one, it is, indeed, the best period of a 

person’s life. You meet the most important people of your life and creat the most real 

relationships that will definately last forever, if they have solid bases. You don’t have 

to worry about money, or how to make a living and of course is the period that you 

can have the time of your life. Adolescence is the period of daydreaming and my 

advice is that we should all enjoy it for as long as it lasts. 
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It’s fun being an adolescent! 

 

  The best years of my life are right now. Being in high school, hanging 

around with my friends, talking on the phone until late at night, and dreaming about 

the best looking boy in school. His face, his hair, they way he walks, the way he talks. 

It’s enough to drive you insane. 

  Anyways, enough about that, I enjoy my life. I am a 17 years old 

female, and sure lie does have it’s ups and downs, but I think I have it balanced out. 

But, I do owe it to my friends. Through thick and thin, good times and bad, they are 

always there for me. 

  At school, we hang out between classes, and after school we’ll go for 

a coffee. I have two best friends, and let me tell you, we’re inseparable. We’ve been 

best friends since daycare. Kind of like, the female version of the “three musketeers”. 

We do have a lot of laughs. 

  Even when my parents got divorced, I had such a tough time copint 

with the fact that my Dad would be moving out of the house, I had the help of my 

friends to get me through it. It wasn’t esy to talk to anyone else, but them. They 

helped me get by it, and gave me that shoulder to cry on. 

  Anyways, being a teenager, might be a difficult time in life, I know I 

have to make the best of it. And that’s with my friend, because I know, when we’re 

old, and grey, we’ll look back at this time in our lives, and say “those were the best 

years of our lives”. 
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“It is no Fun being an adolescent”. Today we are going to analyse this statement. 

The world of adolescent is a difficult stuff. The high school years are characterized by 

years of stress. The relationships between teenagers and between teenagers and 

parents are difficult. Parents and teachers have demands. Which are mostly the 

same. To be good at school, and to do their lessons… 

Teenagers want to be intependant. and that creates them stress and depression. 

They believe all the world is around them. 

Friendship is very important for them because they spent with friends most of their 

time. They share the problems and solve them and the most important is that they 

have common problems.  

As a teenager I know the difficulties of being an adolescent… 
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In our days many people believe that it’s no fun being an adolescent, 

while others believe that it is fun. Strong arguments there are to support both sides, 

witch implies that it is worth examining the two options. 

First of all, adolescents have their problems. They are trying to 

understand the changes they have as they grow up and this make them feel 

stressfull worry and even depress. Furthermore they have worries with the orther sex 

as they are in the age in witch they discover the differences between the two sexes 

and they have emotions for the opposite sex. Not only this, but also they have school 

and teachers, as far as parents who don’t understand them and their desires. 

On the other hand they don’t have to worry for important things. What I 

mean is that they don’t care about what they are going to eat or where they will stay 

or about money, because their parents take care of them. And of course they don’t 

face the proplem of not having a job, witch will be their major problem after finishing 

school or university. 

To sum up, before reaching any conclusions we have to see the benefits 

and the drawbacks of adolescent. There are periods not good in this age, but it’s 

something witch will pass and will never come again. 
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It’s no fun being an adolescent 
 

Sometimes I here my parents or other adults talking about their moments as 

teenagers. They recall memories from the high – school years, dancing or sporting events, 

school trips and all the pleasures a teenager has. But have you ever think how peinful is the 

life of an adolescent? 

It is a well – known fact, that adolescents are filled with mixed messages, 

sometimes negative or positive, and conflicting demands from parents, teachers and friends. 

This combinetion creates stress and then stress leads the teenager into a variety of feelings 

with the most common tension, worry, frustretion, isoletion and sadness. Research findings 

support this point of view, as most of the teenagers are forced to turn to desperate actions 

such as addiction with drugs or even sometimes to suicide. 

There are meny weys that a teenager becomes stressed. First of all, the 

arguments with the family members especially with perents is the mein reason of such results. 

And when the relationship between the parents is not good the child will live under 

circumstances of fear. It will feel guilty about his actions in the femily and would afford the 

loss of his self – worth. Moreover the reletionship between the teenager and his friends is a 

serious fect. Trouble with classmates or breeking up with a girlfriend or boyfriend makes the 

teenager stressed. 

However, most of the teenegers menage to overcome these obstacles by doing 

something enjoyable, relexing or creative such as listening to music, or hanging around with 

friends, peinting etc. Furthermore, the adolescents heve to cere about their friends, solving 

problems with them. Those are the most vital beheviors for an adolescent who wents support 

from his friends and family and succes in his/her cerrer. 
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“It’s (no) fun bein an adolescent. 

 

This life period for most of the people is the best. The remembrance of 

happy high – school years, of schools dances, sporting events, strong friendships 

and the hours spendind with your girlfriend or boyfriend, make them believe that this 

is the trime of happiness. However they don’t see the other part of the picture. 

Watching the other side we can see how painfull is adolescence for young 

people. The main problems of this period is depression and stress. Derpession is a 

mix of bad feeling as hoplessness, sadness, isalation, worry, withdrawal and 

worthlessness. Thise can lead to desperate actions. Teenager must think positive to 

avoid depression. Furthermore stress is a result of reasons such as breaking up with 

a girlfriend or a boyfriend. Nowadays adolescents have very high rates of stress. 

Moreover arguments between parents, serious injury of family member or even a 

loss of a family member can make the teenagers very stressfull. 

These are the main problem that adolescents have to deal with and if they 

want to avoid them, they have to choose relaxing activities to spend their spare time 

like; listent to music, daydreaming, participating in sports activities and be cloze to 

people they care about. 
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“Its (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

Being young and living for the moment that you will be an adult, it’s like 

running the marathon for 18 years. It ‘s an unfair competition with the older people 

such us parents, teachers and all the everyday people who’es opinion is always the 

right one. And usually our wills are ruch, our actions – are immature, our needs are 

simple for them. 

Imagine there was a superior court that would judge according to peoples 

feelings. that could have access inside an adolescents mind and heart, that feel the 

worries, the mental pain, the dissapointement and finally give a fair decision whether 

adolescent have all the privilegies of life. 

Or imagine a revolutionary high technology device (not bigger than an MP3 player), 

that could transfer emotion and stress data inside an adult mind. 

Well, lets not be selffish. Most of the times adults are right. We have an obligationto 

make them understad us. The solution is away from sience fiction 

We must try to make adults young again. Make them to listen fun music, remind them 

how is to be in love and laugh with silly innocent jokes 

Life is a miracle and being an adolescent in a world of adults is like sprint attaching 

the winter full of flawers and collours of nature cover the naked rocks. But sometimes 

there are allergic reactions on a small group of people. 

The adults. 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent”. 

 

It is all over accepted that being a teenager might be the most enjoyable 

period of all your life. The majoritry of adults all over the world have great memories 

of their school years and seem to remember all the past events with a sense of 

pleasure. There are a lot of parents who feel a bit jealous towards their children who 

live such a funny life without any sense of obligations. 

Of course such an option is merely true but adults seem to forget the 

variety of problems may face in the school years As we all know when you are a 

teenager you tend to be more sensitive and your actions might be more irresponsible. 

It is a crisis which affects all young people but some of us seem to be affected a little 

bit more. There are those who have to face a divorce, financial problems, and even 

worse a serious ilness of member of their family. 

The fact is that young people need the support of their family in order to 

succeed in being independant. Apart from the schools’ and the familys’ help, every 

young person should try to make his own decisions in order to be capable enough to 

face the world. We should never forget that these are the best years of our life and 

we should enjoy as more as we can. 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

Have you ever thought the pros and the cons of being an adolescent? 

The majority adults believe that this is an extremelly easy role. If somebody have the 

same view it would be advisable to take into consideration that a teenager should do 

many different things at the same time, except from that their parents demant to be 

the best in whatever they are doing. In this way children are getting anxious. A 

teenager nowadays doesn’t have enough time to live the best years in someone’s life. 

Everybody knows that a child is more sensitive in comparison with an adult. Adults 

should help teenagers to solve their problems even if their problems are wothless. 

Many times they choose to do the wrong thing rather that following the right way. 

They prefer to have fun that take responsibilities. The adults are obliged to accept 

this behavior, they can’t change something. Teenagers will always be worry and 

huppy at the same time. They will always feel lonely although they have many friends. 

That is because they are trying to find themselves. And to understand the world. 
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ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

Nowdays an adolescent has many responsibilities and have to cope with 

many different situations. Situations that will make him ore her to feel happy or 

sadness. 

 First of all, today an adolescent goes to school and everyone demands 

from him to become the best student. This fact causes stress and in the case of the 

failure the child may feel dissatisfaction and obtain chycological problems. Moreover 

the adolescent is growing up by being dependable on his parents and as a result he 

or she cannot cope with problems in the rest of his life which may probably appear to 

him. 

Nevertheless, an adolescent is in the happiest age of his life because he 

can do anything without being responsible for important things which influence his life. 

His responsibilities are too simple and easy. He can talk with his friends for hours, 

dream what he would like to become. In addition to this he listen to music, make his 

own decisions, make friends and go with them for a walk. No one can ask for him to 

go to work, to be on time, to raise a family, to make money. 

In conclusion on the one hand adolescent have to be reliable to his family, 

respect his parents and follow their decisions but on the other hand the adolescent 

has his own life and have to respect it and live it in limits of freedom. 
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ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 
“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

There both advantages and disadvantages when you are 17-years-old. Being an 

adolescent has good and bad times like all things in this world. 

The good things when you are teenager is first that you have plenty time to do 

everything you want. Such as dancing in club, going for a coffee with your friends, talking 

hours on the phone with your friends, dreaming with your friends about yours future, listening 

music on the radio or listening your new CD on CD – player, watching T.V. or dvd on your dvd 

– player, going to partys with your friends, loving for the first time with a girl or boy and many 

others things. 

But these are the good side of being an adolescent. As many things in this world, 

we have and a bad side. Growing up – negotiating a path between independence and 

reliance on others – is difficult stuff. It creates stress, makes you feel nervous and angry and it 

can creates serious depression for you ill equipped to cope, communicate and solve problems. 

Also makes you to feel worry about the future, sad sometimes and think about the worst. 

Some reasons about it are first of all when you are breaking up with your girlfriend or your 

boyfriend. Second is increased arguments with parents, brothers or sisters, if, you have, 

teachers or your friends. Also it’s important to have a balance in your family, because a 

reason is serious illness or injury of your family member or a change in your parents financial 

status or increased arguments between your father and mother. 

Athouth an adult does not understand you, because he works and has less time 

for you, it’s important to communicate with you and try to understand you. An adult’s advices 

could help you to plan your future and solve your problems. 

Finally it’s important for you to know that “these years are the best  years of your 

life” and in the future you remember these years with love. Enjoy these years and think with 

hope about the future. 
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ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

Nowadays, many young people believe that adolescence is both a very 

difficult but also a really wonderful time. It is true that a lot of domains of a teenager’s 

life are at home and school. 

To begin with, when you are a teenager you have to do many things. For 

example, listening to music, watching TV, talking with your friends on the phone 

about anything you want and also dreaming about the girl or boy you are crazy about. 

Furthermore, another benefit is that you try to become independent and take 

responsibility for yourshelf. 

On the other hand, life for adolescents maybe have some mixed 

messages or conflicting demands from parents, teachers or friends. For instance, 

young teenagers become stressed for many reasons such as troubles with brothers 

or sisters, trouble with classmates and parents. All these events characterized by 

feelings of worry, frustration, stress and so on. 

All in all, most teenagers respond to stressful events in their lives by doing 

relaxing things, trying positive and support from others. A lot of people support the 

view that the most happiest years are the high – school because you have not any 

worries for something. 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

Adolescence has a very complicated meaning, but I’m sure all teenagers 

are waiting to be in this position due to feeling independent persons. But this situation 

has two options that many of us have never considered. 

Nowdays, young people have usually problems like breaking up with a 

boyfriend or a girlfriend or trouble with parents, classmates. Beside these, 

adolescence has more serious problems than student’s life. Adults are responsible 

for many things at the same time. They are worried about children, work, other 

responsibilities of their house. In addition, they have a lot of pressure on their job and 

they are obliged to solve every problem. Finally, they face the lack of leisure time and 

a variety of different feelings such as sadness, loneliness, stress, worry. 

However, adults may not have school dances and the advantage of 

talking with their friends of hours on the phone, but they have the most important 

thing, that is independence. They feel free and do whatever they want at any time. 

First of all, they go out for entertainment and they don’t tell to anyone at what time 

they will return. Also, they are in a good financial position to make their dreams in 

reality. It’s time to take their life in their hands and choose where they want to work or 

study. 

All in all, adolescence has the above advantages and drawbacks, but 

everyone believes that every age has its value and we have to live as better as we 

can! 
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It’s (no) fun being an adolescent! 

 

I know, adolescence is a very difficult time for most people but I strongly 

believe that it is also a really wonderful time. 

First of all, they spend a lot of time with their friends and they have fun! 

They are many hours with them. It is true that young people, and I mean teenagers, 

believe that they can do everything and nothing can stop them. Their life is full of fun. 

They listen to music, try to make their own decisions, keep up friend-ships, watch T.V. 

etc. Some adults say that “you can trust your friends who are your friend from a youg 

age”. In my opinion, they are right. I strongly believe that the most important friends 

are those who are from a young age! Also, I feel that I must confess, as a teenager, 

that when you are a teenager you have no limit. When they want something, they will 

do it. 

However, sometimes teenagers feel stressed. I must confess it! Some of 

the reasons which make them feel stressed are the following: breaking up with a 

boyfriend or girlfriend, increased arguments with parents, trouble with brother or 

sister, increased arguments between parents, charge in parents’ financial status, 

serious illness or injury of family member, trouble with classmates and trouble with 

parents. But, teenagers face these problems easily. They solve their problems! As, a 

teenager I know it! They know how to overcome them. 

Finally, no matter what adults say, I believe that these are the best years 

of our life. So, have fun. Our live is full of feelings and this is very good! 
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“It’s (no) fun being adolescent!” 

 

Adolescence is both a very difficult but also a really wonderful time for 

most people. 

Not only adults but adolescents have many problems. When you are 

stressed you feel probably the tension, the sadness, the worry or the frustration. 

Many young people are stressed because of the lessons and the pressure of the 

school and the family. Also the arguments with their parents are increased, many 

times they disagree with their parents. Adolescents are stressed because of the 

trouble with their classamates or with their brothers or sisters. Furthermore there are 

another reasons for teenagers to be stressed such as breaking up with a boyfriend or 

a girlfriend and a serious illness or injury of a family member. 

On the other hand the schoolyers are unforgattable. You dream for 

whatever you want to do in the future, to go to the university and generally you try to 

make your own decisions and to take responsibilities for  yourself. You meet many 

people, you make new friends and try to support them. Additionally, adolescents can 

do many activities such as doing sports, listening to music, entertaining and of course 

relaxing. Many young people go out with their friends and participate in young 

member’s clubs. 

It is really wonderful to be a teenager and to spend many times with 

friends but it is too difficult because of the so many problems. 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

Adolescence is a period of time in our life that is both fascinating and 

messing. The feelings that dominate in our everyday life are mixed up and they can 

change quite frequently during the day. 

Adolescents have to deal with a large range of problems that are usually 

linked with school and home, as these are the places, where we spend most time of 

our day. Conflilcts between classmates or friends, parents or teachers never 

disappear. Contradictly, they multiply, as everyday new problems that we have to 

deal with come up. 

Also, stress that always exists in every field of our lives doesn’t make 

things better. School and teachers in combination with the large amount of homework 

and the parents’ pressure about everything is something really annoying and 

exhausting too. 

The lack of time is another issue that occupies us. As a  result of the 

many responsibilities, we don’t have enough time to dedicate to ourselves. 

Adittionally, whenever I find even a little time and I want to stay in my room and listen 

to music, relax, paint or even dream the door will knock and it will be my mum, who 

will tell me to take care of the baby, or help her with the chores, or go at super market. 

When will they undrestand that I need time for myself and that I have a private life? 

No matter how things are, what I would advice you and what I do is to 

enjoy every aspect of my life, to have fun and to make problems seem simple, so as 

to deal with them easier. 
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“It’s fun being an adolescent!” 

 

Adults say that being an adolescent is the best period of a person’s life. In 

fact, as an adolescent people have lots of things to face. Because of this teenagers 

are very stressful. Although, a point that characterize a teenager is the way he or she 

has to forget everything and forgive everyone. Sometimes parents cannot 

understand our difficult situation and this is a reason for the fights between parents 

and teenagers. 

On the other hand, this period of our life “gives” to us a lot of fun. During 

this period we can enjoy every moment of our lives with our friends and our 

boyfriends or girlfriends. If we could see our lives more realistic, then we would 

realize that during this period is the first time we can feel love, friendship and 

hapiness. 

To sum up, an adolescent in this time feel the most difficult but in the 

same time, the happiest moments of his, or her whole life. If parents could 

understand teenagers’ difficult situations and teenagers could understand parents’ 

ones, then we would realize that it’s fun being an adolescent! 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent!” 

 

As a 17-year-old student, I know many things about being an adolescent. 

First of all, being an adolescent is a difficult job because you have in your 

mind many ideas and stress about life, about a girlfriend or a boyfriend, about your 

family, about school etc. Teenagers think that life is a labirinth of the world and try to 

do things that cannot doing and then have many troubles. Growing up is a difficult 

staff that creates stress and it creates serious depression for young people.* 

Many teenagers think that being an adolescent is the worst thing in world, 

but others think the exactly opposite. Teenagers try to become independent and take 

many responsibilities for themselves, and draw on friends and family for support. 

* Young people become stressed for many reasons such as: have an 

argument with family or breaking up with a girlfriend or boyfriend, trouble with brother 

and sister or sometimes with classmates. 

For be more specific, being an adolescent is a very difficult era in our life 

and very difficult to understand who we are. 
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“It’s no fun being an adolescent!” 

 

The life of a human crosses by many different domains. One of them is 

the adolescence which is the most important domain of his life. Though an 

adolescent has many problems to occupy with. 

At first, an adolescent has some problems with the school. Teachers are 

having many demands from them and they don’t try to understand the personality of 

an adolescent and his problems. Also the subjects are very difficult and the teachers 

don’t try to make them easier so as to “pull” the adolescents to study. They have also 

much stress because their teachers are very demandful. 

Secondly, an adolescent has personal problems. He sees himself 

changing and sometimes this change fears him. Also, he is too nervous and he feels 

that everybody is against him. Then his nervous character creates problems with his 

parents and maybe with his teachers or his friends. 

Finally, an adolescent has problems with his family and his future. His 

parents are having many school demands from him and they press him to study very 

hard. Also, an adolescent is anxious about his future because he sees everyday that 

people can’t find easily a job. So he doesn’t know what to do: to study hard or to take 

a job from a small age. 

To conclude, I have to say that an adolescent has many problems to 

occupy with and this makes his life depressed. 
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“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent.” 

Modern life! Man has mannaged to surpass himself and to set the limits of 

his intergration. But besides this multiform process a lot of problems have come out. 

Problems related to the rare spare time, the lack of rest, the stress and depression 

issues that modern man has to face everyday. We, the adolescents, have to deal 

with theese facts, in every aspect of our daily routine. Without doubt it’s a very 

alarming problem of modern society and we have to provide efforts to make it clear to 

the elders that we want a better life! 

The modern educational system, which requires timeless studying and the 

demands from our parents for better marks, are increasing the hopelesness, sadness 

and worryingness for our future in the employing field. We live in an age which 

everything is bold. Therefore we have large numbers of teenagers stressed or 

depressed by breaking – up issues. Besides this, there are several examples from 

adolescents feel frustrate, and sad due to the arguments between the family 

members or speech – conflicts and troubles with the parents. 

What we should do? We should realise that we life maybe in the most 

beautifull era of ourlives. We shall commonise our problems, in orded to make it clear 

to everyone that we need to love, to dream, to live. This beautifull era must be filled 

up with emotions, feelings, freedom. Only then can we dream of an auspicious future. 
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Adults often meet you and say: How lucky you are to be an adolescent? So you look at 

them with a querry, what do they mean? 

Being an adolescent, yes it’s fun some times. Every morning you go to school, you meet 

your friends, you study, you have a whole life waiting for you. I’s fun going to parties, playing sports, 

learning different things about life, science.... In adolescence probably its the first time that you are in 

love, its a feeling that I would probably remember in the rest of my life, that is the way I think of it now, 

because now that is what I feel. 

But, being an adolescent has it’s bad views as well. It’s the time for us to feel free but we 

can’t. Because we are adolescents. The teachers wont let us, the parents wont, the society as a whole 

wont! 

We are considered too young for lots of things, but on the other side, too old for other 

things. We are too young to take desicions, so we need advice, we are too young to say our opinion. On 

the other hand we are too old to act like babies or disbehave as adults name it. 

What about all the other “problems” that turn around in our heads? Questions like what will 

I do with my life? Would I become a doctor, a journalist, a hairdresser? What my mum dad think of that? 

Would they like it, be disappointed with me or what? 

Next question that we all have in mind is: will someone like me? Am I attractive? Am I 

smart? And then the more real problems? Am I social enough, do I have real friends? How my exams 

will go? Will everyone be happy? 

Thinking everyone except myself. You want a break from being an adolescent? As an 

adolescent I would say that either you like it or not you are an adolescent. So find ways to coope with it. 

Listen to your music, the one you like, study for school but read the book you like at home. Smile at the 

classmates you dislike but invite your friends only at home. Pretend you listen to your parents and 

teachers but do your own thing. 

The girl, boy you like does not like you, find another girl/boy to like, there are so many at 

school. Go to all the parties and events! Try to make your dreams come true and adolescence will soon 

be past! 

It’s only a time of our lives that we have to live in edges and this time either if you like 

being an adolescent either if you hate being an adolescent has an end! Enjoy it, is my advice!!! 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s fun (no) being an adolescent!” 

 

“I wish I was twenty” is the answer that you’ ll hear when you ask a 

teenager how old he’d like to be. But why teenagers prefer to be twenty than 16 or 17? 

Most of us have the intention to see everything black in that age. We see 

only the problems that we have without understanding the benefits. Problems like 

stress and depression, family, school, friends are the most important things in the 

teenager’s life but they are also the things that create stress and depression. The 

feeling that we can’t talk to our parents, that our friends don’t understand us, that 

school is demanding too many things lead us to other feelings like worry, sadness, 

withdrawal and isolation. But what happens next? We become agressive, violent, 

worry and when we have a problem like a breaking up with our boyfriend or girlfriend 

we can stand it and we also think about suicide! 

What can we do about all these problems? Well I think that we must stop 

concentrate to them and start enjoying our age. Because all the ages have problems 

but also they have pleasures. When you think that you’ ll have again the time to relax, 

to dream, to see your friends, to go on holidays as long as you want? So, boys and 

girls, catch the day and think possitive! Now is the time to have fun! 
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THE SCRIPTS 
For office use only 

ACTIVITY 1 SCRIPT MARK: 

 

“It’s (no) fun being an adolescent” 

 

It’s said that the most wonderful period in a person’s life is between twelve 

to twenty years old or the adolescence. Mostly it is heard from an adult’s mouth 

rather from an adolescent. To be a teenager is not as easy as many may think. 

Considering an adult’s daily life, adolescent problems may sound funny at 

first. However changes that take placein physical, mental and emotional life of a 

teenager are responsible for the stress every adolescent feels. Parents ask for better 

marks, deny long-lasting autings, insist on being and behave like an adult, things that 

confuse a teenager. 

On the other hand, all these changes are unique. Adolescence is a 

beautiful period of life in which you can make great things, such as friendships, or 

protesting for matters that bother you. The feeling that you can change the world is 

found only in adolescence. 

In conclusion, is obvious that as every period in human life has both two 

sides, adolescence is not an exception. I advice you to live every moment of your life 

happily and enjoy every occasion without bother. 
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Table I: Judges’ Validation Forms Results for Broadsheet Newspaper Features 

Judges’ Validation Form Features 
Score ___/ 20  

No references to the writer (i.e. the writer’s view is implicitly stated) 
16 

Frequent use of you to achieve interaction with the reader 
5 

Frequent use of individualized direct speech with reference to individuals using their name and their status 
11 

Supporting one’s opinion through reference to facts 
20 

Use of sophisticated vocabulary 
19 

Expressions are mainly used with their literary meaning 
7 

Lexically dense noun phrase structures with pre- modification and post-modification 
19 

Low level of nominalization  
2 

Common use of long sentences 
19 

Use of imperative 
2 

Infrequent use of contractions (e.g. you’re, it’s) 
16 

Exclamation marks are frequently used 
4 

Use of percentages (e.g. 9 percent) 
20 

Point of View of an Adult (i.e. inclusive “we”= adults) 
18 

Themes are mainly personal pronouns and people in the position of theme  
5 

Frequent use of direct questions and rhetorical questions 
13 

Use of figurative language: A poetic effect is created through metaphors 
18 

Supporting one’s opinion through examples from everyday life and holistic expressions (e.g. all, everyone) 
11 

Reference to groups, not particular individuals 
18 

The author’s opinion is explicitly stated through the use of formulaic expressions (e.g. ‘To me’, ‘I think’) 
6 

Minimal pre-/post- modification 
4 

Colloquial style through excessive use of idioms/ slang 
4 

Frequent use of impersonal 3rd singular  
15 

Everyday vocabulary is used 
5 

Point of View of a Teenager (i.e. frequent use of inclusive “we”/ “our”= the group of teenagers). 
0 

Frequent use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, you, we, they) and possessive adjectives (e.g. my, your) 
2 

Themes are usually abstract nouns and gerunds. 
18 

Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’) 
13 

Extensive use of contractions 
1 

Mainly short sentences 
2 

Nominalised vocabulary 
17 
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FEATURES 
B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U SCORE 

VALID 
PERCENT 

1.No references to the writer (i.e. the writer’s view 
is implicitly stated) 

    1   1             1 1     1         5 25% 

2.Frequent use of you to achieve interaction with 
the reader 

1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 90% 

3.Frequent use of individualized direct speech with 
reference to individuals using their name and their 
status 

1   1 1           1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     1 11 55% 

4.Supporting one’s opinion through reference to 
facts 

  1 1           1 1       1 1       1   6 30% 

5.Use of sophisticated vocabulary 
          1     1 1                     3 15% 

6.Expressions are mainly used with their literary 
meaning 

1 1     1 1   1 1 1   1   1 1 1 1     1 12 60% 

7.Lexically dense noun phrase structures with pre- 
modification and post-modification 

                        1     1         2 10% 

8.Low level of nominalization  
1   1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 16 80% 

9.Common use of long sentences 
                        1     1         2 10% 

10.Use of imperative 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95% 

11.Infrequent use of contractions (e.g. you’re, it’s) 
                        1     1   1     3 15% 

12.Exclamation marks are frequently used 
1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95% 

13.Use of percentages (e.g. 9 percent) 
1     1       1       1       1         5 25% 

14.Point of View of an Adult (i.e. inclusive “we”= 
adults) 

        1                     1         2 10% 

15.Themes are mainly personal pronouns and 
people in the position of theme  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95% 

16.Frequent use of direct questions and rhetorical 
questions 

1  1 1 1  1   1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 15 75% 
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17.Use of figurative language: A poetic effect is 
created through metaphors 

    1   1   1     1 1   1   1       1   7 35% 

18.Supporting one’s opinion through examples 
from everyday life and holistic expressions (e.g. all, 
everyone) 

1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1     1 1 1 1 1 16 80% 

19.Reference to groups, not particular individuals 
1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1       15 75% 

20.The author’s opinion is explicitly stated through 
the use of formulaic expressions (e.g. ‘To me’, ‘I 
think’) 

1 1 1 1     1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 90% 

21.Minimal pre-/post- modification 
1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1 1       1     1 11 55% 

22.Colloquial style through excessive use of 
idioms/ slang 

1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 85% 

23.Frequent use of impersonal 3rd singular  
    1           1           1 1         4 20% 

24.Everyday vocabulary is used 
1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95% 

25.Point of View of a Teenager (i.e. frequent use of 
inclusive “we”/ “our”= the group of teenagers). 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 100% 

26.Frequent use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, you, 
we, they) and possessive adjectives (e.g. my, your) 

1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 95% 

27.Themes are usually abstract nouns and 
gerunds. 

                        1               1 5% 

28.Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1   1 1     1 1 1 1 1 16 80% 

29.Extensive use of contractions 
1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 18 90% 

30.Mainly short sentences 
1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1   1 1   1 1 1 1 16 80% 

31.Nominalised vocabulary 
              1       1 1 1         1   5 25% 

 

Table II: Jugdes’ Validation Forms Results for School Newspaper Features 
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Jugdes' Validation Form Items 
Score 

Total of Valid 
Responses 

Final Valid 
Percent 

[Initial Valid 
Percent] 

1. No references to the writer (i.e. the writer’s view is implicitly stated) 
1 16 6,25% 25% 

2. Frequent use of you to achieve interaction with the reader 
   90% 

3. Frequent use of individualized direct speech with reference to individuals using 
their name and their status 

   55% 

4. Supporting one’s opinion through reference to facts 
   30% 

5. Use of sophisticated vocabulary 
1 18 5,56% 15% 

6. Expressions are mainly used with their literary meaning 
9 17 52,94% 60% 

7. Lexically dense noun phrase structures with pre- modification and post-
modification 

1 19 5,26% 10% 

8. Low level of nominalization  
14 18 77,77% 80% 

9. Common use of long sentences 
   10% 

10. Use of imperative 
   95% 

11. Infrequent use of contractions (e.g. you’re, it’s) 
0 17 0% 15% 

12. Exclamation marks are frequently used 
   95% 

13. Use of percentages (e.g. 9 percent) 
   25% 

14. Point of View of an Adult (i.e. inclusive “we”= adults) 
0 18 0% 10% 

15. Themes are mainly personal pronouns and people in the position of theme  
18 19 95% 95% 

16. Frequent use of direct questions and rhetorical questions 
   75% 
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17. Use of figurative language: A poetic effect is created through metaphors 
4 17 23,53% 35% 

18. Supporting one’s opinion through examples from everyday life and holistic 
expressions (e.g. all, everyone) 

   80% 

19. Reference to groups, not particular individuals 
   75% 

20. The author’s opinion is explicitly stated through the use of formulaic expressions 
(e.g. ‘To me’, ‘I think’) 

14 16 87,50% 90% 

21. Minimal pre-/post- modification 
10 19 52,63% 55% 

22. Colloquial style through excessive use of idioms/ slang 
15 18 83,33% 85% 

23. Frequent use of impersonal 3rd singular  
   20% 

24. Everyday vocabulary is used 
   95% 

25. Point of View of a Teenager (i.e. frequent use of inclusive “we”/ “our”= the group of 
teenagers). 

18 18 100% 100% 

26. Frequent use of personal pronouns (e.g. I, you, we, they) and possessive 
adjectives (e.g. my, your) 

   95% 

27. Themes are usually abstract nouns and gerunds. 
0 19 0% 5% 

28. Use of numbers (eg. ‘30 people’) 
   80% 

29. Extensive use of contractions 
15 17 88,23% 90% 

30. Mainly short sentences 
   80% 

31. Nominalised vocabulary 
2 17 11,77% 25% 

 

Table III: Final Valid Percents for School Newspaper Features 
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Περίληψη 

 

Η ανάπτυξη της πραγματολογικής ικανότητας των μαθητών της ξένης γλώσσας 

καθώς και η αξιολόγηση της ξένης γλώσσας έχουν ελκύσει το ενδιαφέρον πολλών 

ερευνητών. Ωστόσο, η αξιολόγηση της πραγματολογικής ικανότητας των μαθητών 

της Αγγλικής ως ξένης γλώσσας και η δημιουργία οργάνων μέτρησης της 

πραγματολογικής τους επίδοσης δεν έχουν μελετηθεί εκτενώς. Η παρούσα 

διπλωματική εργασία στοχεύει στη δημιουργία και την εφαρμογή μιας κλίμακας 

αξιολόγησης συγκεκριμένης δοκιμασίας για τη μέτρηση της πραγματολογικής 

ικανότητας των υποψηφίων του Κρατικού Πιστοποιητικού Γλωσσομάθειας (ΚΠγ) 

επιπέδου Γ1. Στα πλαίσια της ερευνητικής εργασίας ο όρος «πραγματολογική 

ικανότητα» αντιστοιχεί στην ικανότητα των μαθητών ξένων γλωσσών να παράγουν 

κείμενα τα οποία αποτελούν πραγμάτωση συγκεκριμένων κειμενικών ειδών, μέσω 

της επιλογής γλωσσικών δομών που συμβατικά αποδίδονται στο συγκεκριμένο ύφος 

και στυλ του επιδιωκομένου κειμενικού είδους.  

 

Η παρούσα μελέτη βασίζεται στην υπόθεση ότι τέτοιου είδους κλίμακες αξιολόγησης 

συγκεκριμένων δοκιμασιών θα μπορούσαν να ενισχύσουν τους βαθμολογητές στο 

έργο τους κατά την εφαρμογή του πρώτου κριτηρίου αξιολόγησης της δεύτερης 

ενότητας των εξετάσεων ΚΠγ, αυξάνοντας την αξιοπιστία της βαθμολογίας. Βάσει 

αυτού, στόχο της μελέτης αποτελεί η πρόταση μιας μεθοδολογίας που θα οδηγεί στο 

σχεδιασμό κλιμάκων αξιολόγησης συγκεκριμένων δοκιμασιών ως προς την 

πραγματολογική ικανότητα που επιδεικνύουν οι υποψήφιοι του ΚΠγ. Όσον αφορά 

στη μεθοδολογία, μετά την ανάλυση αυθεντικών κειμένων και την επικύρωση των 

αποτελεσμάτων από εξειδικευμένους κριτές, παράγεται μια κλίμακα αξιολόγησης 

συγκεκριμένης δοκιμασίας βάσει δεικτών πραγμαλογικής επίδοσης. Στην παρούσα 

μελέτη, η κλίμακα που δημιουργήθηκε χρησιμοποιήθηκε για την αξιολόγηση της 

πραγματολογικής επίδοσης των υποψηφίων σε ένα σύνολο 42 άριστων και μέτριων 

γραπτών επιπέδου Γ1. Στην ανάλυση των αποτελεσμάτων ακολουθήθηκε κυρίως 

ποιοτική ανάλυση σε συνδυασμό με ποσοτικά στοιχεία. 

 

Μετά την εξέταση των στοιχείων, αποκαλύπτεται πως η επίδοση των υποψηφίων 

ΚΠγ κυμάνθηκε από φτωχή έως άριστη. Αξίζει να σημειωθεί πως όλα τα κοινώς 

αποδεκτά στοιχεία των άρθρων γνώμης σχολικών εφημερίδων εντοπίσθηκαν στα 
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γραπτά των υποψηφίων επιπέδου Γ1 που μελετήθηκαν. Πραγματολογικά 

λανθασμένες γλωσσικές επιλογές ανιχνεύθηκαν όχι μόνο σε μέτρια αλλά και σε 

άριστα γραπτά. Η ισχύς της συνάφειας  μεταξύ πραγματολογικής επίδοσης και 

γλωσσικής επίδοσης όπως υπολογίζεται από το δείκτη Pearson r είναι δυνατή και η 

φορά της θετική. Αυτό σημαίναι πως η αύξηση της πραγματολογικής επίδοσης 

σχετίζεται με την αύξηση της γενικής γλωσσικής επίδοσης και επομένως αυτός που 

έχει υψηλόβαθμη γενική γλωσσική επίδοση τείνει να έχει και ψηλό βαθμό ως την 

πραγματολογική του επίδοση. Στο τέλος, ακολουθεί συζήτηση της χρησιμότητας των 

εξειδικευμένων κλιμάκων αξιολόγησης στα πλαίσια εκπαίδευσης βαθμολογητών και 

τη δημιουργία υλικού προετοιμασίας των εξετάσεων ΚΠγ. 

 


